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Abstract. Enhanced Timed-LOTOS, denoted ET-LOTOS, is an extension of
LOTOS that allows the modelling of real-time behaviours. It covers all the aspects
of full LOTOS, including data types, it supports both a dense and a discrete time
domain and can manipulate time values as any other data values. A tutorial on ETLOTOS, showing many application examples, has already been published [Le! L97].
The present paper adds to it by providing an in-depth presentation of its theoretical
aspects. The complete semantics is given and explained, and its properties are
studied. In particular, we prove that the semantics is consistent and that strong
bisimulation is a congruence. This requires to deal carefully with the presence of
negative premises in the operational semantics, which are necessary to express
urgency. ET-LOTOS is also shown to be a conservative extension of LOTOS for
guarded processes, and is the basis of the timed extension of LOTOS currently
developed by ISO [ISO98]. To our knowledge, this is the first in-depth study of a
language that combines data types and real-time behaviours.

1. Introduction
The formal description technique LOTOS [BoB87, ISO8807] is an expressive
specification language for concurrent and distributed systems. The flexibility of its
operators generally allows clear and intuitive descriptions in various specification
styles. However, the use of LOTOS has also revealed, or confirmed, some weak
points of the language, and research is currently going on to overcome them. In the
framework of ISO\IEC JTC1\SC21\WG7 a working group has been created for
the definition of a new standard, called E-LOTOS (Extended LOTOS).
Among the desirable improvements to LOTOS, one of the most commonly
admitted is the ability to specify adequately time-sensitive systems. Although
LOTOS allows the description of systems by the temporal ordering of their actions,
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it makes no provision for the expression of quantitative timing information.
Because of this deficiency, one cannot fully specify time-sensitive systems. This can
be shown easily with the very common case of a recovery mechanism based on timeouts.
The following process is a typical LOTOS specification of the classical time-out
mechanism : send ; (ack ; SENDINEXT i ; REISEND). The internal event i is intended
to model the expiration of the time-out and thus, the recovery mechanism. It is clear
however that such a specification omits an important information, which is the
value of the time-out. Simply adding this information as a parameter of the process
would be insufficient too : it is also necessary to ensure that the ordering of events
between concurrent systems be coherent with the specified time values.
Many other examples were available. More recently, new protocol mechanisms,
as well as corresponding service facilities, have appeared, which strengthen the need
for a ‘‘ time extended ’’ LOTOS. Isochronous data transfers, rate control and
multimedia synchronization are some new examples.
In this paper, we present Enhanced Timed-LOTOS (ET-LOTOS for short),
which is an extension of LOTOS with quantative time. On the one hand, ETLOTOS offers very powerful features like the possibility to use of a dense time
domain, or to manipulate time values like any other data values. On the other hand,
the semantics of the formalism has been thoroughly studied. A sign of the interest
of the work we present here is that ET-LOTOS has been retained as the basis of the
timed extension of LOTOS currently developed in the ISO\IEC JTC1\SC33
standardization committee [ISO98].
ET-LOTOS is an extended and improved version of [LeL93, Le! L94]. In
particular, the language presented in [Le! L94] has been enhanced and slightly
modified to cover full LOTOS (i.e. LOTOS with data types). Among the other
proposals that have inspired us, let us mention Real Time CSP [ReR88], TCCS
[MoT90] and the Calculus of Real-Time Systems [Wan91]. A detailed comparison
with these proposals, and others, is provided in Section 8.
In this paper we present ET-LOTOS from a theoretical point of view. Its
expressive power as a specification language is further demonstrated in another
paper [Le! L97] where the language is used to model many relevant systems.

2. Overview of the Paper
In standard LOTOS, a system can only change state by performing actions, either
internally or by interacting with its environment. Since the aim of ET-LOTOS is to
allow the description of the influence of time on the systems, a second dimension of
evolution is introduced : not only does the state of a system change when an event
occurs, but also simply because of the passing of time. In ET-LOTOS the
traditional action transitions of the operational semantics of LOTOS are thus
complemented by timed transitions. Intuitively, P a Ph means that in the state
described by process P, the system can perform action a and then reach the state
described by Ph. Similarly, P d Ph, where d is a time value, means that a system
initially in the state P will be in the state Ph d time units later, provided that no
action occurs in the meantime. Note that no difference is made in the denotation
between the action and the time transitions. The distinction is made by the nature
of the label of the transition. In ET-LOTOS, the classical alphabet of actions of
LOTOS, A, is extended with D, called the time domain, which is the set of all
possible time values.
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The first step in the presentation of ET-LOTOS is thus the definition of its time
domain in Section 3. Time values will be considered as any other data values in ETLOTOS, so that the specifier is free to specify the time domain. He simply has to
respect some requirements linked to the semantic model of ET-LOTOS.
In Section 4 we present the syntax of our language.
Then we illustrate the expressive power of ET-LOTOS on a token bucket
algorithm in Section 5. The operational semantics is given in Section 6. We first
present the model used to describe the behaviour of ET-LOTOS processes. As in
LOTOS, it is a Labelled Transition Systems (LTS). To associate each process with
its LTS, we provide a Transition Derivation System (TDS), i.e. for every operator,
we give a set of axioms and inference rules defined in the classical Plotkin’s style
[Plo81]. Then we explain how an ET-LOTOS process is associated with its LTS. The
procedure is classical but the use of negative premises in the TDS raises some
difficulties. We discuss them and show how to overcome them in our model.
Section 7 is dedicated to a study of the properties of our model. The strong
bisimulation equivalence is extended to cope with time transitions, and is proved to
be a congruence. We also develop equivalence laws, and we discuss the compatibility
between the ET-LOTOS and LOTOS theories. We also point out some unrealistic
behaviours which can be specified with ET-LOTOS. Some are indeed useful
abstractions, but others are simply considered as badly defined processes. However,
it is worth being aware of their existence.
Finally, Section 8 is a comparison between ET-LOTOS and other existing timed
formalisms. This is also the place where we discuss the problems raised by the
upgrade from basic ET-LOTOS [Le! L94] to full ET-LOTOS.
More details can be found in [Le! o97].

3. The Time Domain
An important feature of ET-LOTOS is that time values are considered like any
other data. Thus, they need to be defined in the LOTOS Abstract Data Type
language. We still assume that this formalism is ACT ONE [MRV92], even though
much work is carried out to provide the new LOTOS standard, E-LOTOS, with a
language based on a more operational model [ISO98]. A very brief introduction to
the semantics of ACT ONE and to the terms and notations we use in the sequel is
given in Annex A2.
In the sequel, we will denote by D the time domain. Assuming that the time
values are of sort time, D l Θ(time), where Θ(s) means the set of values of sort s.
In fact, the language used for the definition of the data types does not really
matter. The semantic model of ET-LOTOS simply requires that some semantical
elements be defined on D, the time domain. Provided that this constraint is
respected, the specifier is left free to define his own time domain.
Variables d, d h, d hh …, d1, d2 … are taken to range over D. D_ l D\o_q,
D0_ l D\o0, _q.
So, the following elements have to be defined on D1 :
A total order relation represented by ‘‘ ’’.
An element 0 ? D such that : B d ? D d  0  0 d
An element _ ? D such that : B d ? D d _  d _
$
$
$

1

$

$

This formal definition was inspired by the one given in [MFV94].
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A commutative and associative operation ‘‘ j : D, D
B d, d h ? D d
$

Dhh such that :

d h  C d hh ? D d hh  0F(djd hh) l d h
$

that is, time always passes : 0 d  d h d hjd
and the time interval between two time instants can always be measured
B d ? D dj0 l d
B d ? D dj_l_
$
$

The relations ‘‘  ’’ and ‘‘ k ’’ can be derived easily as follows :
B d, d h ? D d  d h  (d d hGd l d h)
B d, d d ? D, d h ? D_ dkd h l d d  d hjd d l d
$

$

We say that D is :
dense iff B d, d h ? D (d d h  C d d ? D d d d d h)
discrete iff B d ? D_ C d h ? D_ (d d hFB d d ? D d d  dGd d  d h)
$

$

$

$

Possible time domains are e.g. Do_q, 0Do_q, 0Do_q. However, notice
that ACT ONE only allows the definition of countable data types, i.e. a time
domain isomorphic to 0Do_q could not be specified.
The time domain can also consist of just one element standing for 0 and _. In
this case, ET-LOTOS amounts to an untimed formalism, since no time transition
is possible.

4. The Syntax of ET-LOTOS
Like any LOTOS specification, an ET-LOTOS specification is made of two parts :
the definition of the data types and the definition of the behaviour. The data types
part is the same as in LOTOS, but it must contain the definition of the time domain,
following the constraints specified in the previous section. The syntax of the
behaviour part is given below.

4.1. Notations
S and V denote respectively the sets of sorts and of data values in the initial algebra
associated with the data types specification : V l sD
? S Θ(s).
G is the finite set of common observable gates and OG l GDoδq is the alphabet
of observable gates, where δ is the special action denoting successful termination
(δ @ G ). δ does not appear explicitly in the syntax of ET-LOTOS.
OA l OGiV * denotes the set of observable actions. A l OADoiq denotes the
alphabet of actions, where the symbol i is reserved for the unobservable internal
action (i @ OG ).
The variables g, a (b, c, … except g and d ), α and  respectively range over G, OA,
A and ADD0_, g1 … n and δ1 … n denote elements of OA, with the ihs ? V. Γ will
be used to denote subsets of G. The function name : A OGDoiq indicates the gate
where an action occurs : name(g1 … n) l g, name(δ1 … n) l δ, name(i) l i.
P, Ph, Pd, Q … denote ET-LOTOS processes.
[tjd\t]SP and [tjd\t]P denote the selection predicate SP and the process P
where the variable t has been syntactically replaced by tjd.
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4.2. Abstract Syntax
The abstract syntax of the core ET-LOTOS language is defined by the following
BNF expressions, where the new features are outlined. Some shorthands are also
added for convenience. An informal presentation of the LOTOS operators is given
in annex A1. Therefore, we will only explain their time extensions. In these
expressions, N is a process identifier, the gi’s are gate names, the txi’s are terms, td
is a term of sort time, the ei’s represent a term tx2, the oi’s represent either ?x :s (with
x a variable of sort s) or !tx, the xi’s are variables of sorts si’s and in !t, t is a
variable of sort time.
P :B B where Xg B Bg 3
B :B
stop
(inaction, idling)
Q block
(timelock)
Q exit(e1, … en(otd q
(successful termination)
Q go1 … on!t[SP] ; B
(observable action-prefix)
Q i!totd q ; B
(internal action-prefix)
Q ∆td B
(delay prefixing)
QB B
(choice)
Q B Q[Γ]Q B
(parallel composition)
Q hide Γ in B
(hiding)
Q B  accept x1 :s1, … xn :sn in B
(enabling)
Q B [ B
(disabling)
Q [SP] B
(guard)
Q let x1 l tx1, … xn l txn in B
(instantiation)
Q choice x1 :s1, … xn :sn B
(choice over values)
Q inf QQQ B
(infinite parallel composition)
Q N[g1, … gn](tx1, … txn)
(process variable)
X :B N[g1, … gn](x1 :s1, … xn :sn)
Shorthand notations : We keep the classical LOTOS notations for the parallel
composition operator : P R P stands for P Q[G]Q P and P QQQ P for P Q[6]Q P.
The informal meaning of the new operators and constructs are as follows :
$

$

$

$

block is a process that cannot perform any action, nor age. It models a
pathological process that freezes time. It is not supposed to be used directly in
specifications, but can results from incompatible timing constraints. Examples of
processes that behave like block will be given in Section 7.5.2.
In exit(e1, … en)otd q, the successful termination can occur between 0 and td time
units only. Beyond td, the process turns into stop.
In go1 … on!t[SP] ; P, the declared variable t (of sort time) is used to measure the
elapsed time between action offer (along gate g) and its actual occurrence. It can
appear in the selection predicate SP (and thus constrain the possible occurrence
times) and in the subsequent behaviour P.
In i!totdq ; P, the purpose of the declared variable t is as above, and the lifereducer otd q means [0  t  td ]. The internal action i will necessarily occur in
this interval, but at an unpredictable time. This feature allows the modelling of
nondeterministic delays.

ei can also be ‘‘ any s ’’ (with s ? S ), to denote any term of sort S.
For convenience, we suppose, without lack of generality, that there is a single where-clause that
gathers all the process declarations of the specification.
2
3
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∆td B is a process that behaves like B after having waited for td time units. This
operator introduces a fixed delay.
inf QQQ B is a process that behaves like an infinite number of B’s running in parallel
without synchronisation.

In ET-LOTOS, observable actions may only occur when the associated selection
predicate is true, but there is no obligation for an observable action to occur, even
at the last time allowed by the predicate (if any). One usually says that observable
actions are not urgent, although this terminology can be misleading. Perhaps a
better informal meaning could be to say that they cannot be subject to deadlines.
This is in line with the intuitive understanding that an observable action is
constrained by the external environment : its occurrence is a rendezvous interaction
with some other process(es) which may not be ready to execute the action at any
time. Therefore, enforcing the occurrence of an observable action would mean that
a process has full control on its environment. This would be counter-intuitive and
not compositional. For example, consider a process P with a local time deadline on
an observable action g. If one verifies the timing properties in isolation, P will
satisfy some timed liveness properties with respect to g. Now put P in a parallel
context such that it synchronizes with a process Q that does not offer g within the
proposed timed window of P. Clearly, g cannot occur. This means that the timing
property verified by P is lost. Therefore, there are only two consistent solutions :
either we keep the classical synchronized parallel operator and observable actions
should be non urgent, or we define a new synchronization operator which is
compatible with urgent observable actions. For compatibility purposes, we have
chosen the first solution, but we will come back to the second one when discussing
other models in Section 8.
On the other hand, internal actions are urgent when their associated life-reducer
expires. This is reasonable because an internal action is completely autonomous, i.e.
it cannot be constrained by the environment.
Now, to get enough expressive power without observable actions being urgent,
we have to add another feature in the language, called maximal progress. When two
or more processes synchronize through an observable gate g, they usually put
different timing constraints on the possible occurrence times of g. The interaction
along g, which is still observable, and thus non urgent, is therefore restricted to
occur when all the timing constraints are satisfied. In ET-LOTOS, such an
(inter)action can only become urgent (i.e. occur at the first time that satisfies all the
constraints) when we can make sure that no additional process (say the
environment) can further take part in it, otherwise the first time might be
postponed. By definition, to isolate an (inter)action from its environment, the only
way is to hide it, i.e. to turn it into an internal action. Then the maximal progress
property of hidden actions (captured by semantic rule H3 in the sequel) will ensure
that hidden actions or interactions among processes occur as soon as possible, viz.
as soon as allowed by all the processes involved. This simple notion of urgency turns
out to be very expressive in practice [Le! L97].

Additional shorthand notations
In simple cases the selection predicate can be replaced by a life-reducer :
go1 … onod q ; P l go1 … on!t[t  d ] ; P provided t is not a free variable in
P.
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or by an interval :
go1 … onod, d hq ; P l go1 … on!t[d  t  d h] ; P provided t is not a free
variable in P.
An interval can also be used with internal actions :
iod, djd hq ; P l ∆diod hq ; P
i!tod, djd hq ; P l ∆di!tod hq ; [tjd\t]P.
Remark :
$

$

$

$

$

In go1 … on!t[SP] ; P we let both !t and [SP] be optional, and use the convention
that, if omitted, [SP] l [true]. In i!tod q ; P, both !t and od q are optional. If
omitted, d l 0. Similarly od q is optional in exitod q, and exit means implicitly
exito_q.
In the sequel we use indiscriminately the terms ‘‘ behaviour expression ’’ and
‘‘ process ’’. It is not necessary here to make a distinction, even though, strictly
speaking, the behaviour of a process is defined by a behaviour expression.
Process definitions can be recursive. When an instance of a process X appears in
a behaviour expression, this means the instantiation of the process definition
associated with X.
These operators have the following decreasing binding power : action and delay
prefixing, choice, parallelism, disabling, enabling, hiding, infinite parallelism.
Processes are considered equal modulo equality of the data types, e.g. :
exito1j1 q l exito2 q.

5. Specification Example – A Token Bucket Algorithm
To give an example of the expressing capabilities of ET-LOTOS, we apply it to a
realistic example : the interface between a ‘‘ token bucket ’’ congestion control
algorithm and a network. It illustrates how various mechanisms can be combined
with each other in ET-LOTOS thanks to the maximal progress on hidden actions.
It also illustrates how complex mechanisms can be specified easily by the combined
use of !t and selection predicates.
We take the following explanations about the token bucket algorithm from
[Tan96].
One of the main causes of congestion in networks is that traffic often comes in
bursts. A widely used method to manage this problem in ATM networks is called
‘‘ traffic shaping ’’. It is about regulating the average transmission rate (and
burstiness) of a host on the network. Conceptually, each host is connected to the
network by an interface containing a finite queue, called the ‘‘ bucket ’’.
If a packet arrives at the queue when it is full, the packet is discarded. Various
algorithms exist regarding the output policy of the queue. The one that we describe
here, called ‘‘ token bucket ’’, allows the output to speed up somewhat when large
bursts arrive. In this algorithm, the bucket holds tokens generated by a clock at the
rate of one token every T sec. Each token represents the right to send α bytes. A
packet can only be transmitted if enough token are available to cover its length in
bytes. Fractions of tokens are kept for future use.
The token bucket algorithm is not the only factor determining the transmission
time of a packet. Another element is the throughput of the network. The
transmission of a packet is indeed not instantaneous. It takes a time equal to the
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Fig. 1. The Token Bucket and the network.

Fig. 2. The Token Bucket process.

Fig. 3. Finite FIFO Queue process.

Fig. 4. The output algorithm.

ratio between the size of the packet and the throughput offered by the network
(which for simplicity, we will assume to be constant). Hence, even if enough tokens
are available, two packets cannot be transmitted at the same time.
This system is shown on Fig. 1. The b gate is between the host and its token
bucket interface, the n gate is between the token bucket and the network. It is
assumed that these gates are hidden in the complete specification.
TokenIBucket is composed of two processes (Figs 1 and 2) : FiniteIQueue
and Tokens.
Finite IQueue is very simple. It just uses a FIFO queue to ensure that all the cells
be delivered in their transmission order. A packet received from the host is added
to the queue only if enough room remains in the queue, otherwise it is discarded.
The interesting point is the specification of Tokens. The goal of this process (Fig.
4) is to express the effect of the output algorithm explained above. Hence, the
packet at the top of the queue may be transmitted only when enough tokens have
been generated to cover its size. Many solutions were possible to describe this
mechanism. The one we present takes maximal advantage of data types. It
illustrates the expressive power of the action-prefix extended with the !t construct
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Fig. 5. Behaviour of the Tokens process.

Fig. 6. Throughput of the network.

and associated with the selection predicate. The line ‘‘ n ?p :packet!t [sizeIof( p) 
…] ’’ expresses that an action along gate n (modelling the transmission of a packet
p) can only occur at time t if the size of the packet is smaller than an expression that
increases with t. In other words, this captures a rate control that allows bigger
packets to be accepted after greater delays.
Figure 5 will help understand the meaning of the different parameters. It
describes the behaviour of Tokens assuming that maxIsize equals α at time 0. The
values indicated are the ones just before time 5T.
We use the mathematical operators divide (di) and remainder (rem) which we
assume to be defined in the data types (x l yi(x di y)j(x rem y)). Remember that
one token permits to transmit α bytes and that a new token is generated every T sec.
The function sizeIof gives the size in bytes of a packet.
There is no variable recording explicitly the number of tokens available. At any
time, the maximal number of bytes which can be transmitted is given by the
function : maxIsizejα M ((tjt1) di T ). In this expression, t records the time
elapsed since the last occurrence of n, i.e. since the last transmission of a packet. The
value of t1 does not vary with the passing of time, but is updated, at each occurrence
of n, by the time elapsed since the last addition of a token. Hence, at any time,
(tjt1) di T indicates the number of tokens added since the last transmission of a
packet. maxIsize is also updated at each occurrence of n. It records the remaining
number of bytes that can be transmitted.
We will not specify Network in details. Just the process Throughput is of interest
to us. The remainder of the system is supposed to be captured in the process
Transmission that we do not describe.
To describe Throughput, it is important to determine the actual meaning
associated with the occurrence of an event on gate n. Does it mark the end or the
beginning of the transmission of the packet ? The constraint expressed by Tokens is
indeed on the starting time of the transmission of a packet. Then, n indicates the
beginning of the transmission and assuming a throughput of β bytes\sec and a
packet of size s, this transmission lasts s\β sec. In other words, the network may not
accept a new packet before s\β sec. This is what is expressed by Throughput (Fig. 6).
Notice that this example relies on the maximal progress hypothesis. The time at
which a packet may be transmitted is the result of the composition of several
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constraints, none of them having the control of the transmission alone. But the
maximal progress on the occurrence of n ensures that each packet is transmitted as
soon as possible.

6. The Semantics of ET-LOTOS
We provide the operational semantics of ET-LOTOS by translating every
syntactically correct process into a Labelled Transition System. We explain below
how the passing of time is described in this model. Then we detail the Transition
Derivation System of our model which serves to link each process with its LTS. It
is defined as a set of axioms and inference rules in the classical Plotkin’s style.

6.1. ‘‘ Timed ’’ LTS
A Labelled Transition System (LTS) is a 4-tuple fSt, La, Tr, s0g, where St is a nonempty set of states, La is a set of labels, Tr 7 StiLaiSt is a set of transitions
and s0 ? St is the initial state.
In LOTOS, La is the set of actions and each state in St corresponds to a (closed)
process. A transition (P, α, Ph), denoted P α Ph in the sequel, may be read as : the
process P may perform the action α and thereby be transformed into the process Ph.
We will sometimes write that the process is in the state Ph.
We keep this model for ET-LOTOS. Following an idea first introduced by
Moller and Tofts [MoT90], we simply extend it with a new kind of transitions :
timed transitions. More precisely, we extend the set A of actions with D, the time
domain.
A transition labelled with a time value d, P d Ph, means then : the process P may
idle for d time units4 and thereby be transformed into the process Ph. Notice that no
difference is made between action and time transitions in the denotation. They are
distinguished only by the nature of their labels. Note also that timed transitions will
only be labelled with time values in D0_, i.e. ET-LOTOS processes do not perform
time transitions of zero or infinite duration.
α
We will also use the following notations : P 
, with α ? A, means that there
g
α
exists no process Ph such that P Ph, i.e. P cannot perform action α. P , with g
? G, means that there exists no process Ph and no action α with name(α) l g such
d
that P g Ph, i.e. P cannot perform any action along gate g. P 
, with d ? D0_,
d
means that there exists no process Ph such that P Ph, i.e. P cannot idle during d
time units.
Finally, we will sometimes use the shorthand notation P(d) to represent the
behaviour expression defined by : P d P(d) if d  0 and P(d) l P if d l 0. Thanks to
the time determinism property (see Section 7.1), if P(d) exists, it is unique. Hence, this
notation is not ambiguous.

6.2. The Transition Derivation System
In the following inference rules : d ? D0_, d h ? D, d d ? D_, g ? G and α ? A. We use a
compact notation xg to denote an indexed set (x1, … , xn) and we write xg op yg for
(x1 op y1, … , xn op yn), where op is either ‘‘ \ ’’, ‘‘ : ’’ or ‘‘ l ’’.
4

Depending on the time domain, d is not necessarily a natural number.
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Notice that to be totally formal, the behaviour expressions should not contain
time values in D but just terms of sort time. However, to avoid cumbersome
notations, we take the convention to represent ground terms of sort time by the
corresponding time values, e.g. we will write ∆d P instead of ∆td P where [td] l d.
Inaction : stop

As in standard LOTOS, stop is just a process that may not perform any action.
However, rule (S) indicates that stop may idle indefinitely.
Timelock : block
Block cannot perform any action, nor age. It has no axiom. It is a pathological
process that is in deadlock and additionally freezes time, a so-called timelock. This
process is not intended to be used directly in the language, but it is useful to have
it in the process algebra in order to express incompatible timing constraints that can
result from wrong specifications.
Delay prefixing : ∆d P

According to intuition, we see that ∆d P may not perform any action unless the
delay is elapsed (d l 0 ). (D2) indicates the effect of the passing of time before the
delay elapses (i.e. equals 0). (D3) completes (D2). It indicates that the expiration of
a delay does not prevent a process from continuing to idle if it can.
Observable action-prefix : go1 … on!t[SP] ; P

The main interest of the above rules lies in the description of the mechanism used
to measure the passing of time. For the rest, (AP1) is similar to the equivalent
LOTOS rule and (AP2) simply indicates that a process prefixed by an observable
action can progress in time indefinitely.
So, let us concentrate on !t. Notice first that the only possible instantiations of
the attributes og of g are the ones verifying the predicate SP at t l 0 (AP1).
Instantiating t by 0 is in fact logical : gog !t[SP] ; P describes a process at a given time
and the counting of t starts at that time. So, t is still at 0 if the process immediately
performs action gog . The way the value of t is updated when the process idles is
described by rule (AP2).
In (AP2), the only effect of the passing of time is indeed on the time measurement
variable : after each time transition of d units, t is syntactically replaced, in P and in
SP, by tjD. So, gog !t[SP] ; P turns into gog !t[[tjd\t]SP] ; [tjd\t]P. Hence
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according to (AP1), the occurrence of gg transforms the process into : [g \og ,
0jd\t]P, the final result being that t is actually instantiated by d.
Internal action-prefix : i!tod q ; P
These rules are interesting because they describe how the notion of ‘‘ necessity ’’ is
reflected in the semantics. As regards !t, the mechanism is the same as for
observable actions.
Remember that od q, the life reducer, expresses that i will occur within the next
d time units. This amounts to saying that iod q ; P may not idle for more than d time
units. This is indeed the effect of rule (I2) : the only time transitions allowed are the
ones with a value less than d. Hence, if i does not occur, the process eventually
reaches the state io0 q ; P. And in this state, it cannot idle anymore : the progression
of time is blocked. In this situation, i is said to be urgent. Note, however, that there
is no risk of deadlock with an urgent i : its occurrence is always possible as it does
not require an interaction with the environment.
By comparison, notice that aod q is a shorthand for a!t[t  d ]. In this last case,
we see by rule (AP2) that there is no restriction on the time transitions which the
process may perform. But if a!t[t  d ] ; P idles for more than d time units, let us
say d d time units with d d  d, the resulting state is a!t[tjd d  d ] ; P and there is
no way for the selection predicate to be satisfied again.
This way of enforcing urgency at the expiration of the life reducer is sometimes
called a ‘‘ must timing ’’ policy, in contrast with the ‘‘ may timing ’’ policy of the
observable action-prefix.
Exit : exit(e1, … en)od hq

A life reducer can be associated with exit, meaning that the process may only
terminate successfully within d h time units. Notice that this life reducer associated
with exit follows a ‘‘ may timing ’’ policy. This is indeed logical because concurrent
processes must synchronise on δ.
Choice : P Q

Parallel Composition : P Q[Γ]Q Q
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Disabling : P [ Q

Basically, these three operators behave in ET-LOTOS as in LOTOS. What is worth
pointing out is that they combine two processes that are both ‘‘ enabled ’’, i.e. both
can perform actions. In this case, the rule is that time passes at the same pace in both
processes.
This implies that a time blockage in one of the two processes also blocks the
other. In particular, a choice is not resolved by the passing of time. Remember that
blocking the passing of time is precisely the mechanism used to ensure the necessity
of the internal actions.
Infinite parallel composition : inf QQQ P

Intuitively inf QQQ P expresses an infinite number of interleaved occurrences of P. In
other words, inf QQQ P l P QQQ (inf QQQ P). From this expression, we could think that
inf QQQ is a derived operator in ET-LOTOS, and that the following expression would
describe the same behaviour : Ps B P QQQ Ps. However, for reasons which will be
apparent later (refer to Section 7.5.2), unguarded processes like Ps block time in
ET-LOTOS, whereas inf QQQ P does not. The semantics of inf QQQ is based on the idea
that the whole behaviour of inf QQQ P (including time transitions) can be fully deduced
from the behaviour of P. This is clearly expressed by rule (IP2). (IP1) shows that the
instances of P which have already performed an event are removed from the scope
of inf QQQ. This operator is similar to the ! operator of the π-calculus [MPW92] and
was first introduced in [Led86].
Hiding : hide Γ in P

g

g

dd
dd
P , is just a shorthand for P ,Pd, Pd  for some Pd. In particular, this Pd always exists when
the first premise of H3 is true, and is unique. This results from the time additivity and time determinism
properties to be presented in section 7.1. If we use the shorthand notation P(d) defined in Section 6.1 we
g
can further simplify the premises of rule (H3) as follows : P d P(d)FBg ? ΓBd h d # P(d h) .
5
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hide is associated with an important feature of the language : the maximal progress
on hidden actions. This property states that any hidden event is urgent, i.e. that it
must occur as soon as possible. This property is of course expressed in the semantics
of hide.
The rules (H1) and (H2) are simply the LOTOS ones. (H3) is more interesting.
The first premise is obvious : hide Γ in P may age only if P does, but this is not
sufficient.
Consider for example the process hide g in ∆3 g ; stop. At time 3, g is enabled.
Hence it must occur as soon as possible. The principle is the same as with an urgent
i : at time 3, the passing of time is blocked and the only remaining possibility is the
occurrence of the hidden g. This means that we must not let hide g in ∆3 g ; stop idle
for more than 3 time units, although ∆3 g ; stop can idle indefinitely. This is the role
of the second and third premises to prevent the process from idling beyond the
occurrence time of a hidden action.
Enabling : P  accept x1 :s1, … xn : sn in Q

Notice that the enabling operator is also concerned with the maximal progress on
hidden events, as it hides the termination event. The mechanism is the same as for
hide.
Guard : [Sp]

P

Let : let x1 l tx1, … xn l txn in Q

Process instantiation : Q[h1, …hn](x1 : s1, … xn : sn) B P

There is not much to say about these processes whose behaviour is the same as in
LOTOS. Just notice that the guard [SP] is evaluated at time zero. If SP cannot
6

δ

δ

dd
dd
P , is again a shorthand for P ,Pd, Pd  for some Pd.
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be satisfied, [SP]
lets time pass.

P behaves exactly like stop, i.e. it cannot perform any action and

Choice over values : choice x1 :s1, …xn : sn

P l Achoice(0 ) xg : sg

P

We finish our review of the ET-LOTOS operators with the choice over values. It
owes this honour (or disgrace ?) to its admirable fidelity to the untimed semantics.
Although its behaviour introduces no new time-related feature, it was indeed and
by far the most difficult operator to provide with a timed formal semantics.
However, the intuition we want to express is simple : the occurrence of an action
resolves the choice, but the passage of time does not. But determining whether a
choice over values can age requires to determine whether each of the possible
instantiations of the choice can do so. Furthermore, and this is the main difficulty,
it also requires to determine the result of the passing of time for each of these
instantiations.
To get an idea of the problem, consider the process below :
choice x : time

P(x)whereP(x) B ∆x g!t ; Q exito2xq.

What is the result of this process after idling for d time units ? It is hard to say
because the evolution of P(x) depends in fact on the value of x :
When
x

x  d : P(x)

d

∆x−d g!t ; Q exito2xkd q

d  2x : P(x)

d

g!t ; [tjdkx\t]Q exito2xkd q

2x

d : P(x)

d

g!t ; [tjdkx\t]Q.

How is it possible then to describe in a single expression the process resulting from
choice x : time P(x) d ?
To solve this problem, we have introduced the auxiliary operator Achoice(d ),
where d ? D_. By definition, choice x1 : s1, … xn :sn P l Achoice(0 ) x1 : s1, …
xn : sn P. Achoice(d ) somewhat postpones the difficulty : rule (GC3) shows that d is
used to record the passing of time. The elapsed time is then taken into account when
one tries to determine the possible transitions (GC2).
Although correctly defined, a problem remains with rule (GC3) : its premise is
infinite when Θ(si) is so for some i. This can be difficult to handle in practice,
especially for tools. However, this problem is intrinsic to the choice over values
operator and is faced, under a form or another, with any time extension of full
LOTOS. Nevertheless, notice that unlike other extensions of LOTOS discussed in
Section 8, ET-LOTOS does not need the choice over values to describe time
mechanisms, thanks to the flexibility and the expressive power of its operators.
Hence the variables defined in choice over values should usually have a limited
influence on the ability of the process to age.
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6.3. Mapping of an ET-LOTOS Process to its LTS
6.3.1. Introduction
So far, we have presented the axioms and inference rules that compose the
Transition Derivation System of ET-LOTOS. It remains to explain the procedure
used to associate a process with its LTS.
In LOTOS, this procedure is rather complex. It involves three phases [ISO
8807]. We will only consider the third one here, which is the only one actually
concerned with the building of the LTS. The first two phases are basically the same
as in LOTOS. We just retain their result : the provision of a CLS (Canonical ETLOTOS Specification).
In ET-LOTOS, as in LOTOS, a process is interpreted within the scope of this
CLS. It consists of a tuple, composed of a CAS (Canonical Algebraic Specification)
and of a CBS (Canonical Behaviour Specification). The CAS provides the semantics
of the data types appearing in the process (and in particular, of the time domain).
Hence it determines the sets S of all the sorts and OP of the operations on these
sorts. The CAS also specifies E, a set of conditional equations, from which a
derivation system can be generated. On the basis of this derivation system, the CAS
is interpreted as a quotient term algebra. The CBS provides a set of process
definitions, which are pairs consisting of a process name P and a behaviour
expression B : pdef l fP, Bg. When a behaviour expression uses a process variable,
its value is the one specified by the CBS.
The building of the LTS is quite simple in principle. Not all the transitions
describe a possible behaviour. For example : stop a exit is clearly wrong. This is
precisely the role of the TDS to determine which transitions are correct. Intuitively,
a transition is correct iff it can be ‘‘ proved ’’ by the axioms and inference rules of the
TDS, which we write : TDS Z P ν Ph. We delay until the next section the
explanation of what this proof actually consists of.
Then, the LTS of a process P is the 4-tuple fst, ADD, Tr, s0 g where :
St l Der(P)
Der(P) is the set of derivatives of P, i.e. the smallest set satisfying
(a) P ? Der(P)
(b) if Ph ? Der(P) and TDS Z Ph ν Pd for some ν, then Pd ? Der(P).
Intuitively, St is the set of states reachable from the initial state P.
(ii) A and D are respectively the set of actions and the time domain.
(iii) Tr l o(P, ν, Ph) Q P, Ph ? S and TDS Z P ν Phq.
(iv) s0 l P.
(i)

6.3.2. Basic Concepts
It remains to define how transitions are proved from our TDS. For a TDS without
negative premises, as in LOTOS, this is straightforward : it suffices to build a wellfounded proof tree, using the rules of the TDS as inference rules. Then, we have :
TDS Z P ν Ph iff such a tree exists for the transition P ν Ph.
For a TDS with negative premises, like ours, these proof trees cannot be used.
They can only show the presence of a transition. But, in order to prove the negative
premises of some inference rules, the absence of a transition must also be proved.
This incompatibility is not easily overcome.
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A first notion we need to clarify is what we mean by ‘‘ absence of a transition ’’.
Therefore, we will consider that the purpose of the TDS is not simply to allow us
to prove transitions one by one, but more generally to define the set of all the
‘‘ correct ’’ transitions. This set is called the Transition Relation (TR) (in the sequel,
we will use TDS and TR to make general statements about transition specification
systems and transition relations and we will denote respectively by R and RE the
TDS and the TR of ET-LOTOS7). Following Bloom, Istrail and Meyer [BIM95]
this TR is required to agree with the TDS. Intuitively, this means that :
Any transition in the TR is the conclusion of an inference rule of the semantics
whose premises are true. In case of positive premises, this means that the required
transitions also belong to the TR. In case of negative premises, this means that
the corresponding transitions do not belong to the TR.
For example : ao5 q ; stop QQQ exit a stop QQQ exit belongs to RE
only if ao5 q ; stop a stop also belongs to RE.
When the premises of a rule are true, the conclusion necessarily belongs to the
TR.
For example : if ao5 q ; stop a stop belongs to RE
then, by rule (PC1), ao5 q ; stop QQQ exit a stop QQQ exit also belongs to
RE (as well as all the other possible conclusions).
These requirements are indeed very logical. In terms of logic programming, this
means that the transition relation is a supported model of the TDS.
However, this notion of agreement just defines a general target. It is not
operational in the sense that it does not explain how the TR is obtained from the
TDS.
In [Gro90b, Gro93], J. F. Groote mentions two potential problems. The first
risk is that there is no TR agreeing with the TDS. Negative premises can lead to
inconsistencies of the form : a transition belongs to the TR iff it does not belong to
a
P
it. Imagine for example a TDS consisting of this single rule : a
P stop
To belong to the TR, the transition P a stop must not belong to it. But if it does not
belong to the TR, then the premise of the rule is true and P a stop must belong to
the TR. Clearly, no TR exists which agrees with this TDS.
The second problem concerns the uniqueness of the TR. Maybe different TRs
exist which all agree with a given TDS. Hence, proving the consistency of the TDS
is not sufficient : one must also indicate unambiguously how to select one of the
possible TRs as a basis for the semantics.
$

$

6.3.3. Defining RE
In this section, we show how to derive RE from R. Part of the proof that RE actually
agrees with R is also presented (the remainder of the proof is given in Annex A3).
Notice that in [Gro90b, Gro93], a method is proposed to prove consistency of
a TDS and to associate a transition relation with it. It is based on the definition of
a stratification of the TDS. Basically, in the context of timed process algebras, the
principle is the following. It consists of checking that the TDS verifies two
properties :
7

Hence, when we write P
BQ $ P α Q @ RE.

α

Q, this is to be understood as P

α

α

Q ? RE. Similarly, P means formally :
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(1) the inference rules used to derive action transitions only have positie action
transitions as premises ;
(2) all the negative premises appearing in the inference rules used to derive time
transitions are negative premises on action transitions.
For then, the derivation of the transition relation can easily be done in two stages.
Firstly, one derives the set of all the action transitions (the first stratum). This is
straightforward as one does not have to cope with negative premises or time
transitions. Then, one derives the set of all the time transitions (the second stratum).
As the negative premises are on action transitions only, it suffices to check in the
first stratum whether they are verified or not.
In our case however, R verifies the second property, but not the first one. This
is due to rule (GC3), where a time transition is used as premise to derive an action
transition. Other kinds of stratifications have been searched, but none were found.
Hopefully, the existence of a stratification is not a necessary condition. In
[BG96] a reduction method is proposed, by which the semantics can be stepwise
reduced until it is either trivially consistent (i.e. has only positive premises) or can
be stratified. If this can be done, the initial semantics is also consistent and strong
bisimulation is a congruence. However the reduction steps are extremely complex
due to the complexity of our language. Moreover, all our attempts to use this
method quickly turned out to require a vast set of annex proofs and lemmas, which
clearly lowered the interest of pursuing in this direction. Even for simpler process
algebras, this method requires clever annex proofs and lemmas. Finally, the method
is not sufficient to prove that strong bisimulation is a congruence in recursion
contexts.
Another method is proposed by Baeten & Verhoef [BV93, Ver95]. It does not
propose a solution to the consistency problem, but only congruence theorems. It
would also require to rewrite the semantics to adhere to the path and panth formats
of the method. These formats preclude negative premises which have to be rewritten
as positive predicates, and the method still requires to find a stratification.
Therefore, one can wonder whether the use of predicates could allow us to find an
equivalent, but stratifiable, definition of our SOS. In fact, we have already explored
this possibility in early versions of our language and we have abandoned it. Either
we define predicates that simply reproduce the structure of our SOS and the
difficulty is just postponed (it remains to find a stratification for the predicate) or we
must have recourse to a very heavy machinery of auxiliary functions (such as in the
variant annexed in an earlier draft version of the standard [ISO95]). The result is
a much more complex and less intuitive semantics. Moreover, the definition of such
predicates would not be the end of our problems. It would remain to prove that this
(these) predicate(s) actually meet their definitions, which is not much simpler than
our current set of proofs. Finally, the congruence theorem relies on a definition of
strong bisimulation which is a priori stronger than the ‘‘ classical ’’ one [Mil89] : it
also includes a condition on the predicates. Hence, one must also prove that this
condition is neutral, i.e. that the ‘‘ stronger ’’ relation is in fact equivalent to the
classical one.
Therefore, we propose an ad hoc proof of consistency for our language. Its
principle is rather simple : it consists of showing – at the cost of one lemma – that
no stratification is needed, i.e. that the RE can be built in just one stratum, which
is the most straightforward manner (none of the alternative methods permits to
obtain such a simple definition of the RE ).
Notations. We use in the sequel the notations of [Gro90b, Gro93], with some
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adaptations to our context. A first point we need to clarify is how we instantiate the
rules of R. These rules are generic. They are composed of process symbols (P, Ph,
Pd, …) which must be instantiated to get actual transitions. Therefore, σ will denote
a substitution of process symbols by actual processes. However, due to data types,
we cannot restrict ourselves to substitutions by closed processes only. For example,
g !1
in g ?x : s ; P ,- [1\x]P, process P could be replaced by the open process b !x ; stop,
i.e. with the free variable x. We will not enter into tedious syntactic definitions to
formalize when substitutions are correct or not. The intuition behind the definition
of σ is indeed simple : a correct substitution σ of a given rule replaces all its process
symbols by actual processes so that the result is a (static) semantically correct closed
behaviour expression.
Let us denote by ρ a rule in R, and by χ a premise or a conclusion in ρ. So, the
general format of a rule is :
ρl

oχk Q k ? K q
χ

Most rules in R have just one or two premises, but in some cases they can have
more. For example in rule (GC3), where K l Θ(s) and thus depends on the carrier
domain of s. The other cases are rules (H3) (K depends on the values of d and Γ) and
(En3) (K depends on d ). For the axioms, K is void. Note also that for rule (GC3)
if Θ(s) is infinite, and for rules (H3) and (En3) if the time domain is dense, the
cardinal of K can be infinite.
Finally, let us denote by φ a transition and by σ a ‘‘ correct ’’ substitution.
Definitions. We define first the intuitive conditions expressed above for RE to agree
with R.
RE agrees with R if and only if the following two conditions are met :
Condition 1 :

0 oχ Q kχ? K q ? R, C σ

φ ? RE  C

k

$

1

(σ(χ ) l φFB k ? K RE Y σ(χk))
$

Condition 2 :

0C oχ Q kχ? K q ? R, C σ
k

$

1

(σ(χ ) l φFB k ? K RE Y σ(χk))  φ ? RE
$

where :
RE Y σ(χk) iff
(
F

[σ(χk) is positive  σ(χk) ? RE ]
g

[σ(χk) l P   (B a ? OA (name(a) l g  B Pd Ph
$

$

a

Pd @ RE ))])

Finally, we define RE. In the following definition, A1 denotes the first cardinal
number greater than A0 l ω and RE i is a shorthand notation for : D REj.
0j

Definition 6.1 : RE
RE l

D

0i

A1

REi.

i
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where :

(
oχ Q k ? K q
F0C
? R, C σ
χ

REi l φ Q φ @ RE

i

k

$

1*

σ(χ ) l φF(B k ? K RE Yi σ(χk))
$

RE Yi σ(χk) iff
( [σ(χk) is positive  σ(χk) ? RE i]
g

F [σ(χk) l P   (B a ? OA (name(a) l g  B Pd Ph
$

$

a

Pd @ RE i))])

And we have :
Proposition 6.1 : RE agrees with R
We prove below that condition 2 is verified. The proof of condition 1 is more
complex and is given in Annex A3. We just outline it below.
Notice first how RE is defined (in just one stage indeed). It can be seen as a pile
of layers, a layer (i.e. a REi) being a set of transitions. The content of a given layer
depends only on the layers below it. Furthermore, due to the first condition in the
definition of REi : φ @ RE i, no two layers contain the same transition. In other
words, each transition in RE belongs to one and only one layer. In the sequel we will
refer to the index of the layer a transition belongs to (i.e. the i of REi) as its level.
So, RE0 groups all the transitions which can be derived from axioms, RE1 all the
transitions which can be derived from the transitions in RE0 and so on. This way of
doing is natural except for the negative premises. To add a transition to a layer REi
one simply checks indeed whether the premises are verified on RE i. However, that
a negative premise be true on a subset of RE i does not mean that it remains so on
the whole of RE : P a Ph @ RE i does not imply P a Ph @ RE. The level of P a Ph
might be greater than or equal to i. A priori, condition 1 could thus be violated, i.e.
RE could contain a transition whose premises are not actually verified.
Nevertheless, this way of doing is safe in ET-LOTOS. The reason is given by the
following lemma (refer to Annex A3 for the proof)
Lemma : B i, j
(P

d

A1 B P, Pd B α ? A B d ? D0_ B d h

P(d) ? REiFP(dh)

α

d

$

Pd ? REj)  i  j.

There is no real intuition behind this lemma. It simply states that the level of a time
transition P d P(d) is greater than or equal to the level of any action transition P may
perform within the next d time units (d not included). However, this property is not
purely artificial. Basically, it is a consequence of the fact that every ‘‘ active ’’
process, i.e. which may perform an action, is also subject to the passing of time.
What is very logical indeed. Hence the derivation tree of a time transition is always
deeper than the derivation tree of an action transition.
Consider now the premises of rule (H3) (the only other rule with negative
premises in (En3) and the demonstration would be similar) :
P

d

P(d)F Bg ?Γ Bd h

g

d P(dh) .
$
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A conclusion derived from (H3) may be added to a layer only if P d P(d) is in a
lower layer. Hence, as a consequence of the above lemma, all the transitions of the
form P(d h) α Ph, with d h d, are also in lower layers.
Proof that Condition 2 is Verified
Let

oχk Q k ? K q
? R,
χ

and σ a correct substitution such that :

σ(χ ) l φFBk ? K RE Y σ(χk).
$

By definition of RE, it is enough to prove that : C i A1 (B k ? K RE Yi σ(χk)).
For then, either φ ? REi or for some j i, φ ? REj.
g
If σ(χk) l P 
, it is obvious that whatever value of i A1 :
$

B Ph B a ? OA name(a) l g F P
$

a

$

Ph @ RE

implies : B Ph B a ? OA name(a) l g  P
$

a

Ph @ RE

i

So, it remains to prove that :
(B k ? K σ(χk) is positive  RE Y σ(χk)) implies that for some i A1 :
(B k ? K σ(χk) is positive  RE Yi σ(χk))
Let J l o j Q σ(χk) is positive Fσ(χk) ? REjFk ? K q. We can distinguish two cases :
$
$

1) max(J ) exists. Then, taking i l max( J)j1 suffices.
2) J has no maximum. This is possible if the set of positive premises is infinite. In
our TDS, there are 3 rules which can have an infinite number of positive
premises (GC3, H3 and En3). We will consider the case of GC3. The proof is
similar for the two others :
d d

(GC3)

+ 1
[tx\x]P ,- B tx [tx] ? Θ(s)

Achoice(d1) x : s

P

$

d

Achoice(djd1) x : s

P

Notice that the cardinality of J is at most the cardinality of Θ(s). If we consider
that the abstract data types language used with ET-LOTOS always generates a
countable number of data values – which is the case for ACT ONE, then the
cardinal of Θ(s)  ω.
This is the point where the use of A1 to limit the set of indices in the definition
of RE becomes clear. A1 is a regular cardinal. This property of regularity implies
that any set of ordinal numbers smaller than A1, whose cardinality is also smaller
than A1 has a least upper bound smaller than A1. Hence, taking i equal to the least
upper bound of J suffices.
Notice that there are arbitrarily large regular cardinals. Hence, the theory could
easily be extended to accept uncountable data types, e.g.  0Do_q as time
domain. The only requirement is that the set of indices in the definition of RE be
limited by a regular cardinal greater than the cardinality of any of the data types.

7. Properties of ET-LOTOS
This section is dedicated to a study of the main properties of our model.
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7.1. Basic Properties
As the time transitions are used to describe how systems evolve in time, they are
expected to possess properties reflecting this intuition. The two propositions below
are indeed common to most timing extensions. Their proofs are given in Annex A3.
Proposition 7.1 : Time Additivity
B P, Pd B d, d h ? D0_ (C Ph P
$

$

d

Ph

d dh

+ Pd.
Pd)  P ,-

dh

This property is the most intuitive one : if a process may idle for d and then for d h
time units, it may idle for djd h time units and vice versa.
Proposition 7.2 : Time Determinism
B P, Ph, Pd, B d ? D0_ (P
$

d

PhFP

d

Pd) F Ph  Pd.

In ET-LOTOS, as in LOTOS, there is no internal nondeterministic choice operator
like e.g. in CSP. Every internal choice is marked by the occurrence of an internal
event. Hence an idle process makes no internal choice and then, time transitions are
deterministic.

7.2. Strong Bisimulation
Strong bisimulation [Mil 89] is a standard equivalence relation used to compare
LTSs. It captures the intuition of a user discriminating processes by observing their
behaviours. With strong bisimulation, no difference is made between internal and
observable actions.
Basic definitions. Defining the meaning of strong bisimulation in ET-LOTOS is very
easy because our underlying model is the usual LTS. Simply, besides being able to
observe the actions performed by a process, our user is now also capable to measure
the passing of time.
Definition 7.1 : Strong Bisimulation
Consider two LTSs l fSt1, ADD0_, Tr1, s01g and fSt2, ADD0_, Tr2, s02g.
A relation  7 St1iSt2 is a strong bisimulation iff B fP, Qg ? , B ν ? ADD0_,
we have
(i) if P
(ii) if Q

ν

Ph, then C Qh such that Q
ν

Qh, then C Ph such that P

ν

ν

Qh and fPh, Qhg ? 
Ph and fPh, Qhg ? 

We say that P and Q verify the transfer relation.
This is the classical definition of a strong bisimulation, where time transitions
from D0_ are considered as any other transitions. The strong bisimulation
equivalence between two LTS is then defined as follows :
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Definition 7.2 : "
Two LTSs Sys1 l fSt1, ADD0_, Tr1, s01g and Sys2 l fSt2, ADD0_, Tr2, s02g are
strong bisimulation equivalent, denoted Sys1 " Sys2, iff
C a strong bisimulation relation  7 St1iSt2, such that fs01, s02g ? 
However, only closed ET-LOTOS processes have an LTS and can be compared
with each other under the definition above.8 We now extend this definition to open
processes. Let us consider two ET-LOTOS processes P and Q, which contain data
variables xg at most (we take the convention that a letter topped by a tilde denotes
an indexed set). Then, we define Sub(P, Q) as the set of substitutions [tg x\xg ], where
tg x is an indexed set of ground terms, such that [tg x\xg ]P and [tg x\xg ]Q are closed ETLOTOS behaviour expressions. So :
Definition 7.3 : "e
P "e Q iff for any substitution [tg x\xg ] in Sub(P, Q), we have [tg x\xg ]P " [tg x\xg ]Q.
Notice that P " Q implies P "e Q. Notice also that P "e Q implies that any free
variable which is present in one of the two processes only, has no impact on the LTS
of this process. To be more precise : whatever the value given to this variable, all the
resulting LTSs are strongly bisimilar. So, if P "e Q, we can consider as well that P
and Q share the same common set of free variables, all the other variables being
instantiated arbitrarily.
A basic requirement about process algebras in general is that strong bisimulation be a congruence. This is very important in order to be able to replace a part of
an ET-LOTOS description by another strongly bisimilar process without changing
the semantics of the description, i.e. the overall description remains strongly
bisimilar to the original one.
As expressed by propositions 7.3 and 7.4 below, this turns out to be the case in
ET-LOTOS.
Proposition 7.3 :
Let P "e Q. Then for any of the following 14 contexts, C(P) "e C(Q) :
C1( ) l o∆d q
C3( ) l o Q[Γ]Q Rq
C5( ) l o [ Rq
C7( ) l o  accept x1 : s1, … xn : sn in Rq
C9( ) l o[SP]
q
C11( ) l oiod q!t ; q
C13( ) l oR  accept x1 : s1, … xn : sn in q
$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

C2( ) l o Rq
C4( ) l oinf QQQ q
C6( ) l oR [ q
C8( ) l ohide Γ in q
C10( ) l ogo1 … 0n!t[SP] ; q
C12( ) l olet x1 ltx1, … xn l txn in q
C14( ) l oAchoice(d ) x1 : s1, … xn : sn q
$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$
$

$

$

$

$

The proof is given in Annex A4.
Proposition 7.4 : if R[g1, … gn] B P and S[g1, …gn] B Q and P "e Q, then R[h1, … hn]
"e S[h1, … hn].
The proof of this proposition is straightforward. It is easy to see that R[g1, … gn]
"e P : the parameters of R[g1, … gn] are by definition the free variables of P, and
according to (In1, In2) both processes have exactly the same derivatives. Similarly,
S[g1, … gn] "e Q.
Then, R[g1, … gn] "e S[g1, … gn], what does not depend on the gate names.
8

So, when we write P " Q in the sequel, this means implicitly that P and Q are closed processes.
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Furthermore, strong bisimulation is also substitutive under recursion. This is
expressed by proposition 7.5 below, whose proof can also be found in Annex A4.
Consider two processes P and Q whose behaviour expressions contain (to
simplify) at most one process variable X. Also, P and Q are such that if X is replaced
by any process R then : [R\X ]P " [R\X ]Q. We denote such a relation between P
and Q by P "p Q. With such P and Q, it is legitimate to expect that the strong
bisimulation be also preserved by recursion, i.e. :
Proposition 7.5 : P "p Q  R " S where R B [R\X ]P, S B [S\X ]Q.
([R\X ]P meaning that the variable X is replaced by the process name R)
The proof is given in Annex A4.

Laws for strong bisimulation equialence
All the laws listed in section B.2.2 (items a to k) of [ISO 8807] (appendix B) are valid
laws for strong bisimulation in ET-LOTOS. The proofs are straightforward.
New equivalence laws can be added to give more insight into the ET-LOTOS
operators. The proofs are straightforward.
Urgency
i!t ; P
∆d P iod hq ; Q
∆d P[ iod hq ; Q
αod q ;P iod hq ; Q
αod q ; P[ iod hq ; Q
exitod q iod hq ; Q
iod q ; P iod hq ; P
iod q ; P ∆d h i ; P
Time determinacy
∆0 P
∆d P ∆d+d h Q
∆d P Q[Γ]Q ∆d+d h Q
Time additivity
∆d ∆d h P " ∆d+dh P
∆d stop " stop
Persistency
a!t ; P ∆d a!t ; [tjd\t]P
Others
aod q ; P aod hq ; P
exitodq exitod hq
exitod q Q[Γ]Q exitod hq
a!t[SP] ; P

" i ; [0\t]P
" iod hq ; Q
" iod hq ; Q
" αod hq ; P iod hq ; Q
" αod hq ; P[ iod hq ; Q
" exitod hq iod hq ; Q
" iod hq ; P
" iod hq ; P

if d h d
if d h d
if d h  d
if d h  d
if d h  d
if d h  d
if d h  d

"P
" ∆d(P ∆d h Q)
" ∆d(P Q[Γ]Q ∆d h Q)

" a!t ; P
" aod q ; P
" exitod q
" exitod hq
" stop

if d h  d
if d h  d
if d h  d
if C\ th Z [th\t] SP
$

7.3. Weak Timed Bisimulation
A second important equivalence relation is the weak bisimulation. It is considered
as the basic equivalence in LOTOS : its purpose is to identify processes which seem
indistinguishable by an external observation. Thus, contrary to the strong
bisimulation, internal actions are not considered as being observable with the weak
bisimulation.
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Definition 7.4 : Weak timed bisimulation
Let d ? D0_, a ? OA and ε the empty transition :
d

i

a

i

)*

ε

i

)*Q

P k Q iff P (
P k Q iff P (
P k Q iff P (

d

1
)* ,(

i

d

2
)* ,(

i

d

n
) * … ,(

i

n

)* Q where d l  di
i=1

a

(

i

)* Q

Consider two LTSs l fSt1, ADD0_, Tr1, s01g and fSt2, ADD0_, Tr2, s02g.
A relation  7 St1iSt2 is a weak timed bisimulation iff B fP, Q g ? ,
B ν ? OADD0_Doεq :
ν

ν

(i) if P k Ph, then C Qh such that Q k Qh and fPh, Qhg ? 
ν

ν

(ii) if Q k Qh, then C Ph such that P k Ph and fPh, Qhg ? 
Definition 7.5 : $
Two LTSs Sys1 l fSt1, ADD0_, Tr1, s01g and Sys2 l fSt2, ADD0_, Tr2, s02g are
strong bisimulation equivalent, denoted Sys1 $ Sys2, iff
C a weak timed bisimulation relation  7 St1iSt2, such that fs01, s02g ? 
Proposition 7.6 :
P " Q implies P $ Q
The proof is straightforward.
Equivalence laws
P $ i ; P (Remember that i ; P is a shorthand notation for io0q ; P)
P i; P $ i; P
a ; (P i ; Q) a ; Q $ a ; (P i ; Q)
iod q ; iod hq ; P $ iodjd hq ; P
Note that $ is not a congruence in front of
and [, like the weak bisimulation
in LOTOS, but also in hiding9 and enabling contexts. For example :
iod q ; a ; bo0 q stop $ a ; bo0 q ; stop
but hide a in (iod q ; a ; bo0 q ; stop) $Q hide a in (a ; bo0 q ; stop).
In LOTOS, it is easy to find the weakest congruence stronger than $, which is not
the case in ET-LOTOS. The weakest congruence stronger than $ is still to be
found.

7.4. Conservative Extension
Finally, we address the problem of the compatibility between the theories of
LOTOS and ET-LOTOS. A desirable property of a timing extension of an existing
formalism is that it should depart as little as possible from the (untimed) language.
Two main motivations justify this requisite. The first one is the comfort of the
9

As pointed out in [CdO94].
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specifier which should move easily from an untimed to a time environment. As far
as possible, the properties and the intuitive understanding in the untimed context
should be preserved in the timed one. It should be possible for instance, to refine an
untimed specification into a timed one. The second reason is theoretical. It is
interesting to benefit in the timed model from the theoretical results already
obtained for (untimed) LOTOS. Both semantics should thus be as similar as
possible.
These two requirements are generally encompassed in the notion of ‘‘ conservative extension ’’ [GrV 92]. We translate here to the LOTOS framework the
definition of this property given in [NiS 92].
Consider the LOTOS process algebra LOTOS l (OP, A, ROP
A , ") where OP is
a set of operators, A is the alphabet of actions, ROP
A is the set of operational
semantics rules and " the strong bisimulation equivalence. Consider ET-LOTOS
as the process algebra ET-LOTOS l (OPh, Ah, ROPh
Ah , "E) where OPh is a superset of
OP, Ah l ADD is a superset of A, ROPh
is
the
new
set of rules, and "E is the strong
Ah
bisimulation equivalence in ET-LOTOS ("E denotes our " as defined in Section
7.2).
Then, ET-LOTOS is a conservative extension of LOTOS if the next two
requirements are met :
Semantics conservation (also called operational conservative extension) : B ρ ?
OPh
ROP
A , ρ is valid in RAh if it is applied on LOTOS terms.
$

The rules ROP
A remain valid in ET-LOTOS as far as they are applied on
LOTOS terms.
Isomorphism (also called operational conservative extension up to bisimilarity) :
B P, Q ? LOTOS P " Q iff P "E Q.
$

$

The theory of processes in LOTOS is isomorphic to that of the restriction of
ET-LOTOS to constructs of LOTOS.
The semantics conservation is easy to check, keeping in mind that the ET-LOTOS
extensions are optional (!t) or that the LOTOS operators are shorthand notations
(i ; P for io0 q ; P, exit for exit(_)).
As to the isomorphism of the (ET-LOTOS, "E) and the (LOTOS, ") theories,
we prove in Annex A5 that it is true for guarded10 specifications.
With unguarded specifications however the isomorphism between the theories
is not true anymore. For example, in LOTOS, P B stop and Q B Q are strongly
d
bisimilar, whereas in ET-LOTOS, P d but Q 
. Note that discriminating these two
processes is considered more as an asset than as a shortcoming. Furthermore, this
distinction is due to the fact that unguarded recursions block time. This is indeed
common to almost all the timed formalisms.

7.5. Unrealistic Behaviours
ET-LOTOS permits the description of behaviours that no existing system can
exhibit. We did not express restrictive conditions on the use of ET-LOTOS to avoid
such behaviours for two main reasons. Firstly, these unrealistic behaviours did not
introduce extra complexity in the semantics. Our model associates an LTS with
every syntactically correct process and there is no need to perform some prior
10

The notion of guarded specification is defined in Annex A5.
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verifications. Considering the subtleties associated with these processes, it would
have been much more complicated to bar them than to cope with them. Secondly,
some of these behaviours are useful abstractions and the ability to describe them is
considered as an asset. Note finally that, though ‘‘ unrealistic ’’, the behaviours of
the processes which we describe in sections 7.5.1 and 7.5.2 below are nevertheless
coherent with their definitions. In other words, processes do not behave strangely
if they are not specified to do so.

7.5.1. Infinite Variability
The property of finite variability states that a process can perform only finitely
many actions in a finite time. It is indeed a logical requirement to expect from the
description of any realistic system. In most timed process algebras however,
processes can be specified which do not verify that property.
In ET-LOTOS for example, let P B a ; P. P may perform an infinite number of
actions at a same time : P a a … . With a dense time domain, P may also perform
1/2
1/4 a
1/8
an infinite number of actions in a finite time : P a ,- a ,,….
The formalisms preventing such behaviours either associate a delay with the
recursive calls [ReR 88] or insist that the recursive calls be guarded by some delay
in the recursively defined processes.
However, the ability to specify processes that do not respect the finite variability
property can be considered as an asset. Even though they have no practical use
when considered in isolation, they can be useful when integrated into larger
processes. This is the case in particular in the constraint-oriented approach [Bri 89],
where it is required that the different constraints on a process behaviour be clearly
separated and described by different processes. Then, some constraints can simply
be on the logical ordering of the events without including any unwanted timing
information. For example P B a ; b ; P just specifies the property that a and b are
performed alternately (starting with a).
We can distinguish between the infinite behaviours that can potentially occur in
zero time and in a finite but non zero time. Therefore, we introduce here a
classification, which is inspired by the one given in [DBS96].
A spin behaiour is an infinite sequence of actions at a same time. As regards the
infinite sequences of actions occurring in a finite non zero time, they are generally
called ‘‘ zeno ’’ (with reference to the well-known paradox of Zeno of Elea including
Achille and the tortoise). Hence we could simply define a zeno behaiour as an
infinite sequence of actions in a finite non zero time. Similarly, a spin diergence is
an infinite sequence of internal actions at the same time, and a zeno diergence as an
infinite sequence of internal actions in a finite non zero time.
However, we will extend a bit these definitions to include another kind of
‘‘ unrealistic ’’ behaviour. Consider the following process :
Q B Q(1 ) where Q(x) B ∆x/2 ; Q(x\2 ).
Q has a time transition for every time less than 1, but not for 1. In other words, the
set of possible time transitions of Q is right-open. Hence, Q may idle but without
ever being able to reach time 1. We will call pure zeno the behaviour of a
process which (courageously) idles towards a finite time it cannot reach, e.g. :
1/2
1/4
1/8
Q ,- ,- ,- …
To describe a process exhibiting such a behaviour, we introduce a shorthand
notation : zeno(d ), with d ? D0_, is a process which can only perform time transitions
of a duration less than d. The definition of zeno(d ) is simply Q(d ) above.
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1/2

1/4

1/8
From the viewpoint of an external observer, zeno(1 ) ,- ,- ,… cannot be
1/2
1/4
1/8
distinguished from e.g. the zeno divergence P i ,- i ,- i ,- … Hence we
also integrate the pure zeno behaviours into the zeno divergences.
Notice finally that the choice of the time domain is not neutral in the appearance
of pure zeno behaviours. Consider for example the following process :

P B hide g in g!t [t2  2] ; Q
In case the time domain is D l  0Do_q, P can idle for 21/2 time units and
then, perform the hidden g. However, P is zeno(21/2) if the time domain is
D l Q 0Do_q : P cannot perform a transition of duration 21/2, as this value does
not belong to D, and any time transition greater than 21/2 is forbidden as well
because it would pass beyond the occurrence time of an urgent g.

7.5.2. Timelocks
Some ET-LOTOS processes may not idle. We have already seen useful examples of
this capability : it allows one to ensure the occurrence of internal events within a
finite time. For example : i ; stop may not idle. However, this process may freely
perform i and thereby be able to idle anew. As a matter of fact, ET-LOTOS also
allows the specification of processes which may not continue to idle ‘‘ by
themselves ’’, i.e. simply by performing internal events. We will distinguish, then,
between two definitions of time blockages. What we will call a time blockage from
now on is simply a state where the process may not idle. For example : i ; P is in a
time blockage.
We will call timestop the situation of a process which may neither age nor
perform any internal transition. Finally a timestop process that cannot perform any
observable action is in a timelock state. For example, block is a timelock.
We detail in the sequel different situations leading to timelocks.
Initially Unguarded Specifications. A first category of processes causing timelocks is
the one of initially unguarded specifications.11 One cannot derive any time transition
for such specifications : this leads to an infinite computation.
This can be explained easily by the definition of RE. Consider the simple case P
where P B P. Imagine that there is one i such that P d P(d) ? REi. Hence, by
definition of REi, there is a rule in R from which P d P(d) is derived. The only
possible rule is (In2). Hence, there is a j i such that the premise of (In2),
i.e. P d P(d), belongs to REj. And so on.
Eventually one finds P d P(d) ? RE0, which is not true.
That initially unguarded specifications block time should not be a severe
problem, such specifications being not very useful usually (e.g. P where P B Q P).
However, there is an exception : Ps where Ps B P QQQ Ps. Such a construct is often
used in LOTOS specifications of services and protocols for instance, when one does
not want to restrict a priori the number of possible instances of P running in
parallel. This is the reason why we have introduced the inf QQQ operator. Unlike Ps
where Ps B P QQQ Ps, the specification Psh B inf QQQ P does not block time (provided P
does not).
Notice finally the case of weakly guarded (i.e. guarded by an internal event)
processes, which lead to divergence. For example, P B i ; P. This process may never
idle : it always remains in a time blockage as it must always perform urgent i actions.
11

The notions of guarded and initially guarded specifications are formally defined in Annex A5.
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Timelocks with a Dense Time. Some timelocks can only appear when time is dense.12
We give below examples of these cases. As we will see, the mechanism is always
basically the same.

With hide
hide enforces the immediate occurrence of any hidden action. A problem arises if
the first time a hidden action is enabled is undefined. A non cautious use of selection
predicates makes this possible with a dense time domain.
Example 1 :
hide g in (g!t[t  1 ] ; stop)
the predicate [t  1 ] enables action g in the left-open time interval (1, _) : action g
is enabled at any time after 1, but not at time 1. After having idled for one time unit,
the process faces a timelock : neither can it idle any further, nor can it release the
timelock by accomplishing the hidden action g, g being not enabled yet at time 1.
Example 2 :
hide g in (choice n : Nat

g!t [t l (1\2 )n] ; stop)

It can be seen easily that this process also faces a timelock. This example is just a
more subtle version of the previous one. The hidden process does not offer g at time
0. Neither does it offer g continuously after time 0. However, any time transition d
would pass beyond the occurrence time of a hidden g.
Example 3 :
hide g in (g ?x : time ?y : time!t [x l tj4Fy l 2*tF

y] ; stop)

This process faces a timelock after 4 time units, for the same reasons as the previous
ones. This example shows how a timelock can arise from the interaction in a
predicate between constraints on t and constraints on other attributes.
Example 4 :
hide g in (g ?x : time!t [(x l 0Ft l 0 )G(x l 1Ft  0 )] ; stop Q[g]Q g !1 ; stop)
This example insists on the attention which must be paid to the difference between
the notions of gates and of actions. The process faces a timelock immediately,
although the predicate always allows actions on gate g. However, action g !1 is only
enabled in the interval (0, _).

With choice over values
A timelock similar to the ones presented above appears with a process like :
choice x : time

[x  0 ]

∆x i ; stop

This is because there is no earliest internal action : whatever the delay x is, there
always exists a smaller delay (another x) that enables an urgent i at that time.
Conclusion on timelocks with a dense time. All the previous processes face a
timelock, due to the density of time, because the first time at which an urgent event
is enabled is undefined. Such situations are caused by a non careful use of gates or
12

This has been noticed, and signalled to us, by Steve Schneider.
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selection predicates. In particular, danger arises when these predicates enable
actions on left-open time intervals.

8. Related Work
8.1. Comparison with Basic ET-LOTOS
[Le! L94]13 presented a first version of ET-LOTOS, restricted to the basic language
(i.e. without data types). It already included the life reducer and !t but of course
no selection predicate. From the semantic point of view, the upgrade to the current
version has not been a trivial task. One of the difficulties was the provision of the
choice over values with an adequate semantics. Our solution meets the intuition of
the operator and requires no restriction on its use but uses infinite premises in some
cases. A more constraining proposal is discussed in Section 8.3.
Another major evolution was the withdrawal of the reverse persistency property.
It is a typical example of the dilemmas we faced when designing ET-LOTOS
between our desire of an expressive formalism and our will to keep the semantics
simple.
The reverse persistency property states that no new action is enabled while a
a
a
process idles. Formally : P d PhFP 
 B d h d P(dh) 
.
This property allowed an appreciable simplification of the rules for hide and the
enabling. Remember the premises of rule (H3) :
$

P

d

g

Ph, Bg ? Γ P , (Bg ? Γ Bd d
$

dd

g

d P ,- Pd, Pd ).
$

hide Γ in P must not idle beyond the time a hidden action can occur. With
the reverse persistency, it is indeed sufficient to verify that no hidden action
is enabled initially. Hence, the premise of rule (H3) in [Le! L94] was simply :
g
P d Ph, (Bg ? Γ P ).
However, a first problem with reverse persistency (already in basic ET-LOTOS)
is that it is in general not compatible with time additivity.
$

For example, we may have : ∆5a ; stop
but not : ∆5a ; stop 6 a ; stop.

5

∆0a ; stop

1

a ; stop,

Furthermore, in (full) ET-LOTOS we had to choose between this property and
the expressive capabilities offered by the use of !t with selection predicates. It is
clear for example that a process like : g ?x : s!t [x l t] ; P violates the property
(remember that an action is determined by a gate name and by the value of its
attributes : g !1, g !2, g !0.5 are different actions) : reverse persistency is not compatible
with a continuous creation of actions.
Hence, our decision has been to preserve the expressive power offered by !t,
which is mandatory for the description of some common mechanism as we saw in
Section 5. This also allowed us to get back time additivity.
Another argument supporting this choice is that it does not actually bring any
dd
additional
level of complexity in the semantics. Basically, in rule (H3), P ,- Pd 
g
Pd  can be seen as a boolean function which must be verified on the domain [0, d ).
However, computations of the same complexity must still be performed in the
presence of the reverse persistency.
13

A comparison with earlier proposals, like [LeL93], can be found in that paper.
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For example, hide g in g!t[SP(t)] ; P d requires to verify that SP(t) is never true
on [0, d ). It is not more complex than verifying that hide g in g ?x : s[SPh(x)] ; P d , i.e.
that SPh(x) is never true on Θ(s). In fact, such a level of complexity cannot be
avoided if one wants a way to express urgency.

8.2. LOTOS-T and its Successors
LOTOS-T [MFV 94] proposes a timed version of full LOTOS based on a minimal
extension of LOTOS. Neither does it offer a delay operator, like ∆, nor a specific
time measurement operator, like !t. Time is solely introduced in the specifications
by way of time labels added to the actions : for instance, a(5 ) ; P. These labels have
a more restrictive meaning than the life reducer : in LOTOS-T, a(d ) ; P means that
a is only enabled at time d precisely, neither before, nor after.
Despite its simplicity, LOTOS-T offers expressive capabilities comparable to
the ones of ET-LOTOS : it is possible to measure time duration and to link the
attributes of an action with the passing of time. Furthermore, the language has the
maximal progress property. But the specifications are often more complex. In
particular, one has to resort extensively to the choice over values operator.
For example : a!t[SP(t)] ; P(t) is written in LOTOS-T as : choice t :time [SP(t)]
a(t) ; P(t).
Similarly, a nondeterministic delay is described by : choice t :time [min  t 
max] i ; i(t) ; P. The first i is needed to resolve the nondeterministic choice,
otherwise iominq would always be selected. This is sometimes a drawback. Consider
for instance the following ET-LOTOS specification of an insecure system which
can crash at any time : System [ io_q ; stop. This is because the life-reducer o_q
introduces a nondeterministic delay in [0, _), before the occurrence of the internal
action that disables System. This specification works precisely because no i is
required to occur immediately.
The main difference with ET-LOTOS lies in fact in the semantics. Each process
is also associated with an LTS but the transition derivation system is not presented
in two columns with a clear separation of concerns between the progression in time
and the execution of actions. Both are intertwined because the authors use an
alphabet of extended actions composed of a usual action and of a time stamp that
indicates the (relative) time at which the action can be performed. For example,
a5
a(5 ) ; P can do just one transition : a(5 ) ; P ,- P. Hence, there are no transitions
dedicated to the description of the passing of time. For example, stop, block and ∆d
block cannot be distinguished : these three processes have the same LTS with just
one state and no transition as they can perform no action. In fact there is no process
such as block in this approach : it is implicitly assumed that a process is always
capable to idle. In particular, unguarded recursions should not block the passing of
time. The only needed restriction is to enforce urgency on internal actions.
The difficulty with this model comes from the mechanism used to ensure this
urgency. In [MFV94] the semantics is given in two steps. In the first step, an
unrestricted transition system is generated in a standard manner without considering urgency. In the second step, a restricted transition system is derived by
removing transitions that do not fulfil the urgency condition : a transition labelled
at (with a being observable or internal) is removed if a transition ith with th t
originates at the same state. However, this definition lacks compositionality in some
cases, in the sense that the restricted transition system of a composed behaviour
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cannot be derived from the restricted transition systems of its components (but
from the unrestricted ones).
Consider for example the process : P(1 ) where P(t) B i(t) ; Q QQQ P(t\2 ).14
After the first step there is one transition it leaving P(1 ) for every t of the form
(1\2 )n. After the second step, there remains no transition at all : for every it there is
an ith with th t. Hence, P(1 ) has the same LTS as stop.
However, a(1 ) ; stop QQQ P(1 ) has not the same LTS as a(1 ) ; stop QQQ stop. The latter
can perform a1 but not the former : transition a1 is withdrawn from the LTS at
the second step because of the it transitions of P(1 ). So, strong bisimulation is not
a congruence in this model.
[QMF94] proposes a new version of the formalism inspired by ET-LOTOS. It
also contains (with a different syntax) a delay operator, a life reducer (on observable
actions only) and an !t construct, but no selection predicate on action-prefix. Its
semantics is still based on an alphabet of extended actions, as in [MFV94], but is
now defined in one step. Therefore, negatives premises are included in the TDS to
ensure the urgency of internal actions, e.g.
at

P ,- Ph, B th

ith

t Q
$

at

P Q[Γ]QQ ,- Ph Q[Γ]Q Age(Q, t)

(name(a) @ ΓDoδq)

Notice also the use of an auxiliary Age operator. However, this semantics is
still in trouble with processes like the above example. It is not clear indeed what the
behaviour of P(t) should be. The solution ‘‘ P(t) cannot perform any transition ’’ is
not valid : either P(t) can perform it because P(t\2 ) cannot perform any ith with
th t, or P(t\2 ) can perform an ith with th t and then also P(t). The first option
does not seem logical : if P(t) can perform it, by symmetry, P(t\2 ) should be able to
perform it\2. Hence, P(t\2 ) can perform ith with th t. But what could be the value
of th ? Either th l t\2 and P(t\4 ) cannot perform any itd with td th which is not
logical, or P(t\4 ) can perform ith with th t\2, and then P(t\8 ) … .
Finally, to solve these problems and thereby align LOTOS-T with ET-LOTOS,
a revised but more complex version has been proposed. It is still based on timedactions but in order to distinguish between stop, block, ∆d block, this semantics is
completed with an auxiliary boolean functions Ci(d, P), associated with each state
of the LTS and which indicates whether the process in state P can idle for d time
units or not. Ci(d, P) is in fact borrowed from an earlier version of ET-LOTOS.

8.3. Timed Full LOTOS
A timed extension of Basic LOTOS, Timed Basic LOTOS, is proposed in [BLT94a].
In [BLT94b], it is extended to full LOTOS and called Timed Full LOTOS. The
comparison between Timed Full LOTOS and ET-LOTOS is interesting because
these authors faced the same problems as we did but they opted in general for
different solutions. Basically they put more stress on keeping the semantics simple.
A second important objective was also, taking up the terms of [BLT94a], to define
a ‘‘ timed-interaction ’’ extension of LOTOS, whereas ET-LOTOS is a ‘‘ timedaction ’’ extension (we explain these terms in the sequel). Another important
difference with ET-LOTOS is the policy with respect to urgency. Timed Full
14

i(t) means that i is enabled and urgent at time t only.
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LOTOS is not based on the maximal progress property, but on operators that can
make actions urgent. Finally, some restrictions are imposed on the use of the data
values in Timed Full LOTOS.
We detail below the main characteristics of Timed Full LOTOS and compare
them with the ones of ET-LOTOS.
Timed-action vs. timed-interaction
In Timed Full LOTOS, two operators are introduced to express timed features :
time g(d1, d2) in P and time-once g (d1, d2) in P. The meaning of these operators is
simple to understand : they restrict to the interval (d1, d2) the period when any action
on gate g is enabled by P. The first operator does it repeatedly, the second one just
for the first occurrence of g in P. The time values d1 and d2 refer to the time at which
g is enabled in P.
For example, in : time g(2,4 ) in (b ; g ; P Q[g]Qg ; Q), g is enabled between 2 and 4
time units after the occurrence of b. These operators follow a must-timing policy :
if g is still enabled at the expiration of the time interval, time is blocked.
Notice the difference with ET-LOTOS : time g(d1, d2) in P and time-once g(d1, d2)
in P are new operators, and not just enhancements of the action prefix like !t or
the life reducer. Such operators are potentially more powerful. They can be applied
to a single action, for example : time-once g (d1, d2) in g ; P, but they can be applied
to the result of an interaction as well. Try for example to express that g should be
enabled for just one time unit in the process : b ; g ; stop Q[g]Q c ; g ; stop. With Timed
Full LOTOS, this is specified with the operator time g (0, 1) in … . With ET-LOTOS,
this cannot be done simply with an operator or by adding a new constraint in
parallel. A solution is :
hide sync in (b ; sync ; g ; stop Q[g, sync]Q c ; sync ; g ; stop Q[g, sync]Q sync ; go0, 1 q ;
stop).
In addition to the new constraint on g, an internal synchronisation is required to
determine the enabling time of g. Note however that the Timed Full LOTOS and
the ET-LOTOS solutions are not equivalent, as Timed Full LOTOS follows a
must-timing policy.
One could imagine providing ET-LOTOS with similar operators, for example
by extending hide with a delay parameter, e.g. hide g (d1, d2) in P, meaning that g
must occur between d1 and d2 time units after its enabling by P. In [Le! L94] we have
already discussed this possibility. The problem with such operators is that their
semantics is very complex and rather tricky, unless the formalism possesses the
reverse persistency and also the persistency property. This last property states that :
P d Ph and P a imply Ph a . Intuitively, no action is disabled when a process idles.
Like the reverse persistency, keeping the persistency property is demanding. For
example, transitions like ao2 q ; P 3 stop would not be allowed. And a continuous
disabling of actions is not possible either. For example, g ?x : s !t [x l t] ; P clearly
violates the property.
Hence, we decided not to include such operators in ET-LOTOS. Another
reason supporting this choice is that we lacked practical examples where this would
bring a real advantage.
As a matter of fact however, Timed Full LOTOS has both properties of
persistency and reverse persistency. This implies the loss of time additivity and
forbids the continuous creation or disabling of actions. In fact, no mechanism
similar to !t is defined in Timed Full LOTOS.
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Urgency
Timed Full LOTOS only proposes timing operators following a must-timing
policy. Even though urgent observable actions are considered mandatory, operators
with a may-timing policy (i.e. which do not block the passing of time) would be
useful too in our opinion.
Urgent observable events are indeed presented in [BLT94b] as necessary to
describe ‘‘ special ’’ actions, whose occurrence should be independent of the
environment. For ‘‘ common ’’ observable events, however, urgency is meaningless.
But the blockage of time introduced by the two operators of Timed Full LOTOS
remains. In [BLT94a], the authors suggest a kind of time-out mechanism to avoid
this undesired blockage and simulate may-timing.
For example : a(d1, d2) ; P i(d2, d2) ; stop.15
Yet, such a solution is not completely adequate. Introducing an i is not
convenient because it resolves choices. For example, we wonder how a simple ETLOTOS process like P [ ao1 q ; Q could be described in Timed Full LOTOS.
Furthermore, it is not possible to specify correctly punctual non urgent actions.
Writing a ; Q i(0) ; stop is not satisfactory in this approach : even though the
environment offers a the interaction can be prevented by the occurrence of i. Notice
also that this time-out mechanism can only be applied with action prefixes, not with
interactions.
Note finally that the must-timing policy is indeed necessary in Timed Full
LOTOS : the persistency property holds because time is blocked at the expiration of
the delay specified by the timing operators.
The choice over values
The idea of the authors in [BLT94b] is to avoid the possibly infinite premise of
our rule (CH2). So they require that, in every construct like choice x : s P(x), P(x)
be able to age independently of the value of x. Then, the rule is simply :

choice x : s

P(x)

d

Ph(x)

P(x)

d

choice x : s

Ph(x)

where the value of x in P(x) d Ph(x) does not matter.
It is not clear however how Ph(x) is determined, unless the axioms and inference
rules of the semantics also accept open behaviour expressions. Furthermore,
defining a sufficient static semantic restriction on P(x) is not easy. The criterion
given in [BLT 94b] is not sufficient in our opinion. It says that ‘‘ any sub-expression
‘ time a(E1, E2) … ’ appearing in P, where E1 and\or E2 contain an occurrence of
variable x, which is free in P, must be guarded in P by an action prefix or by an
enabling operator ’’. But, for example, let P(x) B time a(d1, d2) in a ?y : s [SP( y, x)] ;
Q. P(x) meets the requirement and normally, time should be blocked after d2 time
units. However, for values of x such that no y makes SP true, time is not blocked
after this delay. The way P(x) ages depends thus on the value of x which may then
not be chosen arbitrarily. A sufficient criterion might be to extend the restriction on
time a(E1, E2) to the gates and the selection predicates.
Restrictions on the use of time values
As explained above, Timed Full LOTOS has the persistency and reverse
15

a(d1, d2) ; P is a shorthand notation for time-once a(d1, d2) in a ; P. In the sequel, we also use the
notation a(d ) ; P for time-once a(d, d ) in a ; P.
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persistency properties, which forbid a continuous creation or disabling of actions.
So, no mechanism like !t combined with the selection predicate is proposed. The
choice over values operator, used in the same way as in LOTOS-T, could provide
another way to violate these properties.
For example : choice x : time a !x (x, _) ; P violates the reverse persistency
property.
However, we saw above that Timed Full LOTOS expresses restrictions on the
use of the choice over values that precisely preclude such specifications. Then, there
is no simple way in Timed Full LOTOS to measure time duration. One has to resort
to more complex constructs.

8.4. RT-LOTOS
RT-LOTOS [CdO94] is extension of ET-LOTOS with two new operators aimed at
improving two aspects of our formalism.
Firstly, Ωd is aimed at expressing nondeterministic delays without introducing
an internal event. However, it turns out that Ωt can do so only in the case : iod q ; a ;
P, i.e. when the nondeterministic delay directly prefixes another action prefix. For
example, no replacement would be possible in the case iod q ; (a ; P b ; Q).
Furthermore, this second action prefix must be time-independent, i.e. it cannot
carry a time-measurement variable, nor a life reducer.
In the other cases, it is possible to replace iod q ; P by a similar mechanism
expressed with Ωd, namely : (Ωd exit)  P. Yet, this brings no benefit : this construct
also introduces an i and writing it is less user friendly than writing iod q. On the other
hand, the definition of Ωd requires the decoration of all the events in the semantics
with an additional subscript.
Secondly, the so-called ‘‘ temporal disrupt operator ’’, denoted aod, Qq ; P, starts
an exception behaviour Q when a time constraint od q on some external action is not
matched by the environment. aod, Qq ; P behaves like aod q ; P ∆d Q, except at time
d : in this case ao0, Qq ; P ensures that the occurrence of a still has the priority on any
action of Q ; which is not the case with ao0 q ; P ∆0 Q. So, ao0, Qq ; P allows them to
express that Q is enabled only if the environment is not ready to interact on a. This
effect is obtained at the expense of adding in the semantics a new special event π of
lower priority than the other actions and with some new rules dedicated to its
treatment. In fact, this temporal disrupt operator introduces some form of priorities
in LOTOS, but in a very restricted context. In our opinion, it would be better to deal
with priorities at a more general level. This is the reason why we consider this issue
as being beyond the scope of ET-LOTOS.

8.5. Other Timed Process Algebras
Besides the extensions of LOTOS which we have just discussed, many other timed
process algebras have been proposed in the recent years. In this section, we will
consider extensions of CCS, of CSP and of ACP and a last extension of (basic)
LOTOS. In some of them, the timing constructs may be parametrized with time
variables, but other data types are not considered in the semantics.
The next two formalisms share many common points with ET-LOTOS. Both
are based on the assumption of a dense time (the non-negative reals) and have the
maximal progress property. Both also propose a mechanism to measure the passing
of time.
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Timed CCS [Wan91]
We have borrowed !t from this language, where it was originally introduced
to define an expansion theorem.
Timed CCS has an independent delay operator, as in ET-LOTOS. A difference
with our language is that it has the persistency property but no operator like the life
reducer. To describe an action proposed for a limited time, a time-out like
mechanism with an urgent i is thus necessary, e.g. a ; P ∆d i ; stop. Resorting to this
mechanism could be cumbersome in some cases, for instance to describe a process
like ao3 q ; Ph bo4 q ; Pd co5 q ; Phhh. Furthermore, punctual offers cannot be specified adequately : with a ; P i ; stop, unlike ao0 q ; P, there is an uncertainty on the
occurrence of a even if the environment is ready to interact at time 0.
Real-Time CSP [DaS94, BDS94]
The history of Real-Time CSP is already long. A detailed presentation of the
language can be found in [Dav93]. We refer here to the most recent version (to our
knowledge). Unlike some early proposals, arbitrary delays are no longer introduced
between consecutive actions of a sequential process. However, the language still
relies on a denotational model which requires that processes be time-guarded, i.e.
there must be a strictly positive delay before any recursive instantiation of a process.
Real-Time CSP proposes an independent delay operator, and a nondeterministic choice which allows an easy definition of nondeterministic delays. The main
difference with ET-LOTOS is in fact that internal actions do not resolve choices in
CSP. Special operators are introduced to model time-outs and watchdogs. The
behaviour of the time-out is indeed the same as a specification with an urgent i, in
the sense that there is an uncertainty about what happens at the expiration of the
time-out. Hence, as for Timed CCS above, this makes it impossible to specify
adequately punctual offers. For this reason, a life reducer has been added to the last,
and according to the authors, definitive version of the language [BDS94]. This final
version has also been extended with !t.
Notice finally that our design of ET-LOTOS has been much inspired by an early
version of Real-Time CSP [ReR88], which explains the similarities between the two
formalisms.
The next three proposals are based on a same model. They were initially inspired
by the second one : ATP. All three are restricted to a discrete time domain. The
passing of one time unit is modelled by the occurrence of a special action σ (which
we will call the ‘‘ tick ’’ action in the following) : P σ Ph means that P idles for one
time unit and is thereby transformed into Ph. They also share the same basic
operator : P(Q), called ‘‘ unit delay ’’ in ATP and ‘‘ then ’’ ; in [HeR95]. It acts like
a time-out of one time unit : either P performs an action immediately and the
process behaves further like P alone, or P idles and after one time unit the process
behaves like Q. We illustrate the expressing possibilities offered by this operator
below.
TPL [HeR95] and Temporal LOTOS [Reg93]
TPL is an extension of CCS and Temporal LOTOS a version of TPL tailored
towards LOTOS. Observable action prefix lets time pass indefinitely but maximal
progress is applied : internal actions are urgent.
With the ‘‘ then ’’ operator, many mechanisms can already be described. A timeout of duration d for example, simply by combining several single ‘‘ then ’’ :
Pd+1(Q) B P(Pd(Q))
P0(Q) B P(Q)
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or an independent delay, denoted σn : σn Q B stopn (Q).
Note that in the above time-out, P does not age. It is also possible however to
model a time-out with an urgent i. Similarly, Temporal LOTOS can take advantage
of the LOTOS disabling operator to model a watchdog.
ATP [NiS94]
The main difference with respect to TPL and Temporal LOTOS is that action
prefix is urgent in ATP. Some operators are used to loosen this urgency when
necessary. On the other hand, ATP is not based on the maximal progress property
and there is no operator that allows one to enforce the occurrence of interactions.
ATP also proposes other operators : a generalised time-out, a watchdog …
TPCCS [Han91]
This calculus extends CCS with time and probabilities. The timed extension is
similar to both TPL and ATP. As in TPL, TPCCS has the maximal progress
property and observable action prefix does not block time. It shares the definition
of various additional operators (generalised time-out, watchdog …) with ATP.
The last four formalisms we present now differ from each other on many points.
However, they also share some common features. First, none of them has the
maximal progress property, but all propose urgent observable action prefixes. Also,
they all include, under different versions, a ‘‘ weak ’’ choice, i.e. a choice which can
also be resolved by idling.
Timed CCS [Che93]
In this calculus proposed by Liang Chen, also called Timed CCS like Wang Yi’s
proposal, no restriction is made on the time domain which may be discrete or dense.
An independent delay operator, denoted (d ), is proposed. Action prefix is enhanced
with a time interval restricting the time at which the action may occur, and with a
time measurement facility, similar to !t : ae1
e2(t) ; P. e1 and e2 may be mathematical
expressions (built with ‘‘ j ’’, ‘‘ k ’’, ‘‘ min ’’ and ‘‘ max ’’) on the time variables. A
difference with ET-LOTOS is that an action prefix may not idle beyond the upper
bound of the associated time interval (which may be _ however).
This urgency is loosened by the fact that the choice operator, denoted ‘‘ j ’’, is
weak : in PjQ the choice can be made by idling when either P or Q blocks time.
This can be used to model a simple time-out mechanism, e.g. : a50 ; Pj(5 ) ; Q either
performs a in the next 5 time units or behaves like Q after time 5. It is not clear
however how a more general time-out operator on processes, e.g. P ∆d i ; Q in ETLOTOS, could be defined with such a weak choice.
TCCS [MoT90]
TCCS also accepts a dense or a discrete time domain. Action-prefix is urgent
but an operator, δ, is used to loosen this urgency : δP may perform the same actions
as P at time 0, but it is ready to idle indefinitely before performing these actions.
TCCS also includes two choice operators : a ‘‘ strong ’’ one a' la ET-LOTOS and a
weak one a' la Timed CCS and an independent delay.
ACPρ[BaB91], ACPdrt and ACPart [BaB96]
ACPρ is an extension of ACP with dense time. A time stamp is added to each
action, indicating its occurrence time. Two theories are proposed in [BaB91],
depending on whether the time stamps are taken to represent absolute or relative
time. For example, a(3 );b(5 ) means ‘‘ perform a at time 3 and b at time 5 ’’ (absolute
time) and a[3 ];b[5 ] means ‘‘ perform a at time 3 and b 5 time units after a ’’ (relative
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time, which is indeed the classical interpretation followed by the other formalisms).
Time cannot pass beyond the enabling time of an action. As in Chen’s Timed
CCS, however, the choice operator is weak. Another interesting operator is the
integration, denoted by ν ? V P, where V is a set of positive real numbers. Intuitively,
this is equivalent to a choice over values in V, except that the choice is weak :
ν ? V P may idle as long as there is at least one t in V such that [t\ν]P may idle.
For example, ν ? [d, d h] a[ν].P is equivalent to add h(ν).P in Chen’s Timed CCS. The
integration operator is more expressive, however, as V may be any set of positive
reals and not just a simple interval.
ACPdrt is an extension of ACP with discrete time, using a special ‘‘ tick ’’ action
like the other similar extensions. Actions are not decorated with time stamps
anymore. They let time pass indefinitely, but an operator, cts(a), is used to make an
action urgent. An independent delay of one time unit is introduced and the choice
operator is still a weak one. A version of the theory with absolute time, ACPart, is
also presented.
ACPttε [Gro90a]
ACPttε is an extension of ACP with discrete time. The ‘‘ tick ’’ action denoted t,
has the particularity to resolve the choices. For example t.Pjt.Q may idle and
thereby be transformed into either P, or Q. Hence, among the formalisms we have
presented, ACPttε is the only one without the time determinism property. A direct
consequence is that nondeterministic delays can be easily specified. For example :
P B t ; Pjt ; a ; Q can delay indefinitely the proposal of a. This requires however
an extensive use of recursion.
Algebras for timed automata [WPD94, DaB96]
We finish this chapter with the presentation of two formalisms which are
somehow an intermediate stage between timed process algebras and timed
automata [AlD94]. Both are defined as ‘‘ algebras for timed automata ’’ and
propose extensions of classical process algebras with clocks. In [WPD94] an
extension of CCS is proposed. The principle is the same as for timed automata (see
Section 8.6 below) : a set of clocks is used to specify the timing constraints. The
processes may test the values of the clocks by comparing them with integer
constants and may reset the clocks. For this purpose, the action-prefix of CCS is
extended and written (γ, a, Φ) P. Φ indicates the set of clocks to be reset at the
occurrence of the action a. γ is a boolean formula composed of atomic expressions
of the form xpn for p ? o , , , q, where x is a clock variable and n a natural
number. The action a is enabled only when the clock values make γ true.
Furthermore, a notion of necessity is associated with the action-prefix : (γ, a, Φ) P
may not idle beyond the last time γ is verified. However, the choice operator is a
weak one.
[DaB96] presents a similar proposal, also based on CCS but the parallel
operator is the one of LOTOS. Another difference is that the resetting of the clocks
is not linked to the edges of the automaton, i.e. to the occurrence of the transitions,
but to the states. The language is also enhanced with three new constructs. The
semantics of the calculus is given in terms of timed automata. An operational
semantics translating each process into a LTS is also provided.
None of these two calculi has the maximal progress property and they do not
consider the handling of data. The proposal of [WPD94], is a kind of minimal
extension. It is interesting to note that the new action-prefix which is proposed is
very similar to the combination of !t and the selection predicate. Besides the
urgency, the main difference is that !t somehow declares a ‘‘ temporary ’’ clock
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which is stopped (and thus disappears from the semantics) when the corresponding
action occurs.

8.6. Other Timed Models
Up to now, we have focused mainly on process algebras which can be directly
compared with our proposal. Although it is not the purpose of this paper to provide
a complete survey of all the other proposed timed models, we will briefly mention
some other very important ones.
Hybrid automata are generalized finite state machines extended with continuous
variables. The discrete actions of a system are modelled by instantaneous transitions
between a finite set of control locations (or states). The continuous activities of the
environment are modelled by real valued variables which change continuously over
time according to differential equations. Invariants on states specify conditions
which must be verified by the variables to stay in these control locations. Transitions
are controlled by predicates and their occurrence may change variable values. An
important subclass of hybrid automata is the class of rectangular hybrid automata
[Kop96] in which differential equations, invariants and transition predicates are
represented by rectangles. An N-dimensional rectangle defines a set of points,
represented by intervals of real numbers with rational end points for each
dimension.
Timed Automata [AlD94] is a subclass of hybrid automata where variables are
clocks. A clock is a positive variable that evolves uniformly with time. There are
different variants of timed automata depending on the expressions allowed in
predicates. Also, [SiY96] proposes Timed Automata with deadlines, where deadline
conditions are associated with transitions rather than with states. They can be
translated into standard timed automata, but their advantage is that they improve
compositionality.
There are also several timed extensions of 1-safe Petri Nets with timed
transitions or timed places, but these are special cases of Time Stream Petri Nets
[SDS94, SiY96]. In this model, time intervals are associated with arcs and specify
times when tokens become available to fire the corresponding transition.
TCTL [ACD90] is a timed extension of the temporal logic CTL which allows
one to reason on timed systems states.

9. Conclusions
In this paper we have given a detailed presentation of the semantic model of ETLOTOS, which is the basis of the timing extension of LOTOS included in ELOTOS. In particular, we have especially taken care of proving the consistency of
our semantics. We have also shown that it enjoys some nice properties : time is
deterministic and additive, strong bisimulation is a congruence and ET-LOTOS is
a conservative extension of LOTOS for guarded processes. To our knowledge, this
is the first in-depth study of a language that combines data types and real-time
behaviours.
It should be noted that our semantics does not resort to auxiliary functions and
does not require any decoration of the labels of the LTS with additional parameters,
nor the introduction of some new special actions besides the time values.
Defining a language and its theory is just a first step, which allows us to produce
formal, unambiguous descriptions in ET-LOTOS. However, the main interest of
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using our language lies in the automatic computations we could perform on the
specifications. This requires of course the development of appropriate tools and
beforehand, of an adequate theoretical framework.
In this respect, the translation of ET-LOTOS to timed automata open very
interesting perspectives. The idea is of course to define a mapping between ETLOTOS and a timed automaton, allowing the former to benefit from the modelchecking theory and tools developed for the latter. Such a mapping has already
been defined in [NSY92] for a version of ATP accepting a dense time domain. Then,
the KRONOS tool [DOT+96] can be used. It takes a timed automaton and a TCTL
formula as input and checks whether the formula is verified on the automaton. In
[DOY95] a similar method is proposed for a subset of ET-LOTOS.
More recently, this work has been extended to cope with a larger subset of ETLOTOS. [Her98] proposes an hybrid automaton model, called ETL-automaton,
which is especially designed to support ET-LOTOS. Informally, it can be seen as a
timed automaton extended with memory cells and ASAP (as soon as possible)
transitions. The values of the memory cells and clocks can be used in guards to
constrain the occurrence of transitions. Each state has an invariant condition,
which must be verified for the automaton to stay in it. A transition can reset clocks
and change the memory cells. In particular, it is possible to capture the clock values
in memory cells, which makes it possible to capture the occurrence time of a
transition in a variable, i.e. to model the !t operator. The transitions are labelled
either with a LOTOS action (i.e. an i or an observable gate with a list of attributes)
or with a third special action marking the expiration of a delay. Each transition is
also associated with a predicate on the clocks and the variables, which constrains its
occurrence and determines the possible values of the attributes when the label is an
observable action.
This ETL-automaton model covers nearly all the features of ET-LOTOS. The
restrictions merely ensure the finiteness of the resulting automaton (e.g. no
recursion through the parallel and the left part of the enabling and disabling
operators) or ease the translation process (e.g. no recursion through the hiding
operator, nor unguarded recursions through the delay or the guard operators).
A simulator of ETL-automata has been developed, which thus supports a very
large subset of the language. [Her98] also studies how ETL-automata can be
mapped onto underlying models of existing model-checkers such as HyTech
[HHW95], KRONOS [DOT+96] and UPPAAL [LPY97]. Although the hybrid
automata accepted by HyTech are the most general ones among these three, they
are less expressive than ETL-automata, so that further restrictions should be
considered. Basically, the ET-LOTOS expressions used in delays, life-reducers,
selection predicates, offers, etc. must be linear, and the hide operator can only be
used on non time-restricted actions. This still covers a large subset of the language,
and the semi-decidable algorithm of HyTech can be used for reachability analysis.
As regards KRONOS, its more restricted timed automaton model, motivated by
decidability purposes, requires further restrictions. Basically, it seems difficult to
model the time capture operator of ET-LOTOS because there are no memory cells.
However, [Her97] shows that an extension of timed automata with semi-timers
remains decidable and can support this operator. A timer is a clock that can be
stopped and restarted, and a semi-timer is always reset before being restarted. The
interesting feature is that a semi-timer can be modelled by two auxiliary ordinary
clocks, in fact by their difference, so that, at the price of a larger number of clocks,
the time-capture operator of ET-LOTOS can be supported by the KRONOS timed
automata. Anyway, other restrictions exist : expressions in delays and life-reducers
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should be constants, and expressions in selection predicates and guards are
restricted. The same conclusion applies to UPPAAL, but the supported subset of
ET-LOTOS is slightly larger, especially as regards the expressions in selection
predicates and guards.
Finally, a denotational semantics of ET-LOTOS is proposed in [Bry97].
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Annex A1 : Overview of the LOTOS operators
$
$

$
$

stop is an inactive (deadlocked) process.
go1 … on[SP] ; P (action-prefixing) is a process that first performs an (observable)
action on gate g and then behaves like P. The tuple o1 … on determines the data
exchanged during the synchronisation : either data sent, by !tx, or data (of sort
s) received, by ?x : s. The variables declared in o1 … on to receive data can appear
in the selection predicate (i.e. the boolean expression) SP. Data can be received
only if they verify SP.
i ; P is a process that first performs an internal action and then behaves like P.
exit(e1, … en) is a process that successfully terminates. It performs an action on
gate δ and then turns into stop. The tuple e1, … en determines the data transmitted
to the subsequent process (see the enabling operator).
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$

$

$

$
$

$
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P1 P2 (choice) is a process that can behave either like P1 or like P2. The choice is
resolved by the first process which performs an action. Notice that internal
actions also resolve the choice.
P1 Q[Γ]Q P2 is the parallel composition of P1 and P2 with synchronisation on the
gates in Γ.
hide Γ in P hides actions of P occurring at gates present in the set Γ, i.e. renames
them i.
P1  accept x1 : s1, … xn : sn in P2 (enabling) is the sequential composition of P1
and P2, i.e. P2 can start when P1 has terminated successfully. A process terminating
successfully can transmit data to its successor : the tuple e1, … en associated with
exit determines the data values transmitted and accept x1 : s1, … xn : sn in specifies
the data P2 expects to receive.
P1 [ P2 (disabling) allows P2 to disable P1 provided P1 has not terminated
successfully.
[SP] P (guard) behaves like P if the guard SP is true and like stop otherwise.
let x1 l tx1, … xn l txn in P (instantiation) instantiates the free variables x1 … xn
in P.
choice x1 : s1, … xn : sn P (choice over values). Assuming P depends on the
variables x1 … xn, (of sorts s1 … sn), choice x1 : s1, … xn : sn P offers a choice
between the processes P(tx1 … txn) for all the combinations of values (tx1 … txn)
of
sorts
(s1 … sn).
For
example,
choice
x : Nat P(x)
means
P(0 ) P(1 ) P(2 ) …

Annex A2 : Semantics of datatypes in ACT ONE
Datatypes are represented by a canonical algebraic specification CAS, i.e. an
algebraic specification fS, OP, Eg (S is a set of sorts, OP is a set of operations and
E is the set of conditional equations defined on the signature fS, OPg) such that the
signature fS, OPg contains all sorts and operations occurring in the behaviour
part.
A data expression is called a term of this algebra. More precisely, a term is a
composition of operations of OP which respects the sorts of arguments and results.
In general, terms may contain variables. They are called ground terms if they don’t.
The interpretation of CAS requires the generation of a deriation system,
denoted DS. This derivation system is composed of axioms and inference rules
generated by the conditional equations of E.
A congruence relation between ground terms is induced by CAS : two
ground terms t1 and t2 are called congruent w.r.t. CAS, simply denoted t1 l t2,
iff DS Z t1 l t2, i.e. it is possible to prove t1 l t2 from the axioms and the inference
rules of the derivation system DS. In the sequel, we use a simplified notation,
Z t1 l t2 to mean DS Z t1 l t2.
[t] denotes the set of all ground terms congruent to t w.r.t. CAS, i.e. intuitively
[t] is the object represented by t or any of its equivalent representations.
The semantic interpretation of CAS l fS, OP, Eg is the many-sorted algebra :
Θ(CAS ) l fDQ, OQg, called the quotient term algebra, where
$

$

DQ is the set oΘ(s) Q s ? S q,
where Θ(s) l o[t] Q t is a ground term of sort sq for each s ? S ; and
OQ is the set of operations oΘ(op) Q op ? OPq,
where the Θ(op) are defined by Θ(op) ([t1], … [tn]) l [op (t1, … tn)].
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In this algebra, the terms with different representations but modelling the same
object are collapsed.

Annex A3 : Proofs of propositions 6.1, 7.1 and 7.2
This annex is organised as follows. In section A3.1 we present some simple lemmas
about RE that we will use in the following proofs. In section A3.2, we prove four
lemmas. Three of them correspond to proposition 7.2 (time determinism) and to the
two implications of proposition 7.1 (time additivity). The fourth one is necessary
for the proof that RE verifies condition 1 (see section 6.3.3), which we give in section
A3.3.

A3.1. Basic properties
Let us point out some properties of RE. They give an insight into the structure of
RE and they will help simplify our reasoning in the sequel.
We recall hereafter the definition of RE.
RE l

D

0i

A1

REi

where1 :

(
oχ Q k ? K q
F0C
? R Cσ
χ

REi l φ Q φ @ RE
k

i

$

1*

σ(χ ) l φF(Bk ? K RE Yi σ(χk))
$

RE Yi σ(χk) iff
( [σ(χk) is positive  σ(χk) ? RE i]
g

F[σ(χk) l P \  (BPhBa ? OA name(a) l g  P
$

a

Ph @ RE i)])

Notice that the condition on φ : ‘‘ φ @ RE i ’’, is not mandatory. As a consequence
however, each transition only belongs to at most one REi 2, a property which will
help simplify our reasoning in the sequel :
Property A3.1 : φ ? RE  (C !i A1 φ ? REi)
(the notation C ! means : ‘‘ there is one and only one ’’).
Proof

(C ! i A1 φ ? REi)  φ ? RE is trivially true by definition of RE.

φ ? RE  (Ci A1 φ ? REi) by definition of RE. Furthermore, it is not possible
to have φ ? REi and φ ? REj with j  i. If j  i, by definition of REj : φ @ REj. And
vice versa.
$

$

$

D RE . In the sequel, we also use the notation : RE l D RE .
Remember that RE i l 0 j
j
i
j
i
0ji
Without this condition, a transition would also belong to all the following REi. Furthermore, a given
transition can be derived from more than one set of premises. Consider for example : i ; stop exit 
stop i stop. This transition could be derived by rule (Ch1) from i ; stop i stop, or by rule (Ch1h) from
exit  stop i stop. Note however that i ; stop i stop ? RE0, but exit  stop i stop ? RE1.

1
2
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In the sequel, we will call ‘‘ layer ’’ the REi’s composing RE, and we will talk
about the ‘‘ level ’’ of a transition in RE to refer to the indice of the layer the
transition belongs to : ‘‘ the level of φ is i ’’ means φ ? REi.
Property A3.2
B

oχk Q k ? K q
? RBσBl
χ

A1 σ(χ ) l φF(Bk ? K RE Yl σ(χk))
$

$

 (Ci  l φ ? REi)
$

If all the premises required to derive a transition from a given rule are verified at a
level i, then the transition necessarily belongs to REi or to a lower layer.
Proof
Either C i l φ ? REi or φ @ RE l. In this last case, by definition of RE : σ(χ ) l
φF(Bk ? K RE Yl σ(χk))  φ ? REl
$

$

A direct consequence of property A3.2 is that the level of a transition is the lowest
possible one, i.e. the first one encompassing a sufficient set of premises.
A3.2. Propositions 7.1 and 7.2
Consider the following four lemmas :
Lemma A3.1 : BP, Ph, PdBd ? D0_ P
$

d

Lemma A3.2 : B P, Ph, PdBd, d1 ? D0_ Bi

PhFP
A1

Pd  Ph l Pd

d

$

d d

+ 1 Pd ? RE 
P ,i

(CPh Cj, k

A1 P
$

d

d

1
Ph ? REjFPh ,- Pd ? REkFj  iFk  i)

Lemma A3.3 : BP, Ph, PdB α ? ABd ? D0_ Bd1 ? [0, d )B i, j
P

d

Ph ? REiFP(d1)

α

A1

$

Pd ? REj  i  j

d1
d+d1
Pd  P ,Pd
Lemma A3.4 : BP, Ph, PdBd, d1 ? D0_ P d PhFPh ,Lemma A3.1 establishes the time determinism property (proposition 3.3).
Lemmas A3.2 and A3.4 correspond to the two implications of proposition 3.2.
Moreover, lemma A3.2 provides additional information about the levels of the time
transitions, which helps simplify the proof.
There is no real intuition behind lemma A3.3, but it expresses the fundamental
property of our semantics which will allow us to prove that RE verifies condition 1.
It states that the level of a transition P d Ph is greater or equal to the level of any
action transition P can perform immediately or at anytime within the next d time
units (d not included). Notice that we use the shorthand notation P(d) in the
definition of lemma A3.3 to avoid cumbersome notations. By lemma A3.1 and
A3.2, we know that P d Ph implies Bd1 ? [0, d ), P(d1) exists and is unique.
We give hereafter the proofs of these four lemmas. It happens that the proof of
lemma A3.3 uses lemma A3.2 which uses lemma A3.1. This explains why the
lemmas are presented in that order.
$
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Preliminary comments about the proofs
Notice that the four lemmas are of the form : P d PhF… … . Hence, in the four
cases we will proceed by induction upon the level of the transition P d Ph.1
Therefore, we will make an extensive use of the following reasoning.
Remember that P ν Ph ? REi implies by definition of REi that :
C

oχk Q k ? K q
? RCσ σ(χ ) l P
χ
$

ν

PhF…

i.e. P ν Ph is the conclusion of a rule in R whose premises are verified on RE i. As
a matter of fact, there is in general just one rule in R (at most two) a given transition
can be derived from. For example stop exit 5 stop exit is necessarily obtained
from rule (Ch2). Moreover, for every rule in R except (GC1) and (GC2), only one
set of premises can lead to a given conclusion (all the processes appearing in the
premises also appear in the conclusion, or are fixed by the context : the condition
Q[g1, … gn](x1, … xm) B P in rule (In2)).
So, in the following proofs we will frequently say that a transition ‘‘ implies ’’ its
premises because it is clear that they are the only ones the transition can be derived
from. Hence, if the transition is of level i, we deduce from the definition of RE that
for each premise χ : RE Yi χ. For example : stop exit 5 stop exit ? REi implies
that for some j, k i, stop 5 stop ? REj and exit 5 exit ? REk.
Thanks to property A3.2, we know even more about i, j and k : necessarily,
i l max( j, k)j1. We have i  max( j, k) as j and k i. On the other hand,
RE Ymax( j, k)+1 stop 5 stop and RE Y max( , k)+1 exit 5 exit. Hence, by property A3.2 :
i  max( j, k)j1. We will frequently use property A3.2 in a similar way, without
mentioning it when the result is obvious.
Finally, notice that the function ‘‘ k ’’ on time values used in the sequel is
defined as in chapter 3 (3.6.4).
Proof of lemma A3.1 : BP, Ph, PdBd ? D0_ P
$

d

PhFP

d

Pd  Ph l Pd

We proceed by induction upon the level of P d Ph.
It can be verified easily that knowing P and d suffices to determine the rule in R
P d Ph is derived from. So, we argue by case on the rule from which P d Ph is
derived :
Case 1 : Rules (S), (AP2), (I2), (D3), (Ex2), (Ex3), (GC3), (G3).
All these rules are axioms, hence base cases in our induction procedure. It can be
verified easily that all these rules are deterministic, i.e. in P d Ph, the value of Ph
is fixed by P and d.
Case 2 : Rule (GC3).
We do not need induction in this case either.
(GC3) is not an axiom but given P l Achoice(d1)x : s
is only one possible conclusion :
Achoice(d1)x : s

Q

d

Achoice(djd1)x : s

Q and given d there

Q.

1
The induction principle on the ordinal numbers can be expressed (where X(i) is any formula with i as
free variable) :

Bi

A1 $ (Bj
Bi

i $ X( j))  X(i)
A1 $ X(i)
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Case 3 : All the other rules.
All the other rules are of the form :

P

d

OP(P)

Ph, …
d

OPh(Ph)

or

d

P

Ph, Q

OP(P, Q)

d

d

Qh

OP(Ph, Qh)

where OP is an ET-LOTOS operator and OPh(Ph) l OP(Ph) or Ph. In all these
cases, by induction, the proof is obvious. Let us study rule (Ch2) for example :
P Q d Ph Qh is derived from P d Ph and Q d Qh which are, then, of lower
level. Hence we may apply our inductive hypothesis, and we find :
P

d

PhFP

Pd  Ph l Pd and Q

d

d

QhFQ

d

d

So, P Q Pd Qd being derived from P
Ph Qh l Pd Qd.
Proof of lemma A3.2 : BP, Ph, P d B d, d1 ? D0_Bi

Qd  Qh l Qd.
d

Pd and Q

A1

d

Qd, we have :

$

d d

+ 1 Pd ? RE 
P ,i

(CPh C j, k

A1 P
$

d

d1

Ph ? REjFPh ,- Pd ? REkF j  iFk  i)

d+d1
We proceed by induction upon the level of P ,Pd. It is implicitly assumed in
the sequel that d and d1 are greater than 0. We argue by case on the syntactic
structure of P :

P l go1 … on!t[SP] ; Q
P l i!tod2q ; Q
P l [SP] Q with [ Z SP.
d+d1
Pd is derived from an axiom.
These cases are base cases : P ,d+d1
Hence P ,- Pd ? RE0.
It is easy to verify that the lemma holds in all these cases.
Case 1 :

P l stop
P l exit(e1, … en)od2q

Case 2 : P l ∆d2Q.
Depending on the values of d2, d, d1, we have to distinguish between different
cases.
(i) djd1  d2
d d

+ 1 Pd is necessarily derived from rule (D2) and Pd l ∆d2−d−d1 Q.
Then, ∆d2Q ,d+d1
(D2) being an axiom, we have :
∆d2Q ,∆d 2−d−d1 Q ? RE0

Similarly, it is straightforward by rule (D2) that :

d

∆d2−d Q ? RE0

d1

∆d2−dQ ,- ∆d2−d−d1 Q ? RE0

and
(ii) d

∆d2Q

d2 but djd1  d2
d d

+ 1 Pd is necessarily derived from rule (D3) and
Then, ∆d2 Q ,d+d1
∆d2 Q ,Pd ? REi
d+d1−d2
implies Q ,,- Pd ? REi−1.

So, as d  d2, we have by rule (D2) :
d d d

+ 1− 2 Pd ? RE implies :
and by rule (D3), Q ,,i−1
(iii) d  d2 (let d l d2jd3, with d3  0 )

∆d2Q

∆d2−d Q ? RE0
d1
Pd ? REi
∆d2−d Q ,d
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d d

+ 1 Pd is necessarily derived from rule (D3) and
Then, ∆d2 Q ,d+d1
∆d2 Q ,Pd ? REi
d3+d1
implies Q ,- Pd ? REi−1
d3+d1
Applying our inductive hypothesis to Q ,Pd, we find that for some Qh :
d

d

3
1
Q ,Qh ? REk and Qh ,Pd ? REl with k  ik1 and l  ik1

d

3
So, by rule (D3) : Q ,Qh ? REk implies :

∆d2 Q d Qh ? REk+1
with kj1  i
d

1
Pd ? REl
Qh ,with l  ik1

and we have also :
Case 3 : P l Q R.
d d

d d

+ 1 Pd is necessarily derived from rule (Ch2) and Q R ,+ 1
Then, Q R ,d+d1
d+d1
Qd Rd ? REi implies Q ,Qd ? REk and R ,Rd ? REl with max(k, l ) l ik1
Applying our induction hypothesis, we have for some Qh and Rh :
d1
Q d Qh ? REkh and Qh ,Qd ? REkd with kh  k  ik1 and kd  k  ik1
and
d1
Rd ? REl d with l h  l  ik1 and l d  l  ik1
R d Rh ? REl h and Rh ,So, by rule (CH2) :
Q d Qh ? REkh and R d Rh ? REl h imply :
Q R d Qh Rh ? REkl h
with kl h l max(kh, l h)j1  i
and
Qh d Qd ? REkd and Rh d Rd ? REl d imply :
Qh Rh d Qd Rd ? REkld
with kl d l max(kd, l d )j1  i.

P l Q Q[Γ]Q R
P l inf QQQ Q
P l Q [ R
P l [SP] Q with Z SP P l let x1 l tx1, … xn l txn in Q
P l R[g1, … gn](tx1, … txm) with R[h1, … hn](x1, … xm) B Q
All these cases are similar to case 3.
Case 5 : P l Achoice(d2) x : s Q.1
d+d1
Then, Achoice(d2) x : s Q ,Pd is necessarily derived from rule (GC3) and

Case 4 :

Achoice(d2) x : s

d d

+ 1 Achoice(djd jd ) x : s
Q ,1
2

Q ? REi

implies (with T l ot Q [t] ? Θ(s)q) :
d+d1+d2
(1) B tx ? T CQhCl A1 [tx\x]Q ,,Qh ? RElFl i
By induction, we may deduce :
d+d2
(2) B tx ? T CQhCl, l h A1 [tx\x]Q ,Qh ? REl hFl h  l i
Then, by rule (GC3) and by application of property A3.2
(all the premises are verified at level i, then the conclusion belongs to a level
 i),
(2) implies that for some k :
Achoice(d2) x : s Q d Ph Achoice(djd2) x : s Q ? REk
with k  i
Similarly, by rule (GC3) and by application of property A3.2,
$

$

1
To keep the notations simple, we will consider in the following, with no lack of generality, that the
generalised choice operator only instantiates one variable : choice x : s Q.
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(1) implies that for some kh :
Achoice(djd2) x : s

d

1
Q ,Ph Achoice(djd1jd2) x : s Q ? REkh
with kh  i

Case 6 : P l hide g in Q
d+d1
Then, hide g in Q ,Pd is necessarily derived from rule (H3) and
d d

+ 1 hide g in Qd ? RE
hide g in Q ,i

implies :
d+d1
(1) Q ,Qd ? RE i
(2) BPhBa ? OA name(a) l g  Q a Ph @ RE
d2
(3) Bd2 ? (0, djd1) (Q ,Q(d2) ? RE iF
$

i

$

(BPhB a ? OA name(a) l g  Q(d2)
$

a

Ph @ RE

i ))

Note that we use the notation Q(d2) to recall that thanks to the time
determinism property, the result of Q idling for d2 time units is unique if it exists.
In particular, Qd might be denoted Q(d+d1).
Note also that for every d2 ? (0, djd1) there is a d3  0 such that d2jd3 l
djd1.
d+d1
Hence, as Q ,Qd ? RE i, we may apply our inductive hypothesis and we
find :
d2
d3
Qd ? RE i.
(4) Bd2, d3  0 d2jd3 l djd1  Q ,Q(d2) ? RE iFQ(d2) ,In particular :
d1
Q d Q(d) ? RE i and Q(d) ,Qd ? RE i.
So, we have :
Q d Q(d) ? RE i
and (2) : BPhB a ? OA name(a) l g  Q a Ph @ RE i
and by (3) : Bd2 ? (0, d )BPdBa ? OA name(a) l g  Q(d2) a Pd @ RE i
Hence, by rule (H3) and by property A3.2 (all the premises are verified at level
i so the conclusion is at most at level i) :
hide g in Q d hide g in Q(d) ? RE i
d1
It remains to prove that
hide g in Q(d) ,hide g in Qd ? RE i.
d1
We already know that Q(d) ,- Qd ? RE i.
d2
Hence Q(d) ,Q(d)(d2) ? RE i for every d2 ? (0, d1).
To use property A3.2 with rule (H3), we still need to prove that :
(i) BPhB a ? OA name(a) l g  Q(d) a Ph @ RE i
(ii) B d2 ? (0, d1)BPdB a ? OA $ name(a) l g  Q(d)(d2) a Pd @ RE i
Note that Q d Q(d) ? RE i. Hence, by (3), the proof of (i) is straightforward.
For the proof of (ii), let d2 ? (0, d1). Then, djd2 djd1 and by (4) we have :
d+d2
Q ,Q(d+d2) ? RE i.
Applying once again our inductive hypothesis, we get :
d2
Q d Q(d) ? RE i (what we knew) and Q(d) ,Q(d+d2) ? RE i.
Time transitions being deterministic, Q(d)(d2) l Q(d+d2).
And by (3), we have : BPhB a ? OA name(a) l g  Q(d+d2) a Ph @ RE i
$

$

$

$

$

Case 7 : P l Q  accept x1 : s1 … xn : sn in R
Similar to case 6.
Proof of lemma A3.3 : BP, Ph, PdB α ? A Bd ? D0_ B d1 ? [0, d )B i, j
P

d

Ph ? REiFP(d1)

α

Pd ? REj  i  j

A1

$
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We proceed by induction upon the level of P
syntactic structure of P.
Case 1 : P l stop
Whatever value of d, we have : stop
action. Hence the proof is trivial.

d

d

Ph and we argue by case on the

stop ? RE0 and stop may not perform any

Case 2 : P l go1 … on!t[SP] ; Q
Whatever value of d, we have :
go1 … on!t[SP] ; Q d go1 … on!t[[tjd\t]SP] ; [tjd\t]Q ? RE0
And for the action transitions : go1 … on!t[[tjd1\t]SP] ; [tjd1\t]Q α Pd ? RE0
Hence, the proof is trivial.
Case 3 : P l iod2q ; Q
Similar to case 2.
Case 4 : P l ∆d2 Q
Depending on the values of d and d2, ∆d2 Q d Ph is derived either from rule (D2)
or from rule (D3).
(i) If d2  d, rule (D2) is applied.
Let d2 l djd3, d3  0. According to (D2) :
∆d2 Q d ∆d3 Q ? RE0.
d1
Similarly, B d1 d, ∆d2 Q ,∆d4 Q with d4  d3 and ∆d4 Q may not perform any
action.
Hence, the proof is trivial.
(ii) If d2 d, rule (D3) is applied.
Let d l d2jd3, d3  0. According to (D3) :
∆d2 Q d Ph ? REi
d3
implies Q ,- Ph ? REi−1.
d3
So, we may apply our inductive hypothesis to Q ,Ph and we find :
(1) B α ? OABd1 ? [0, d3) Q(d1) α Pd ? REj  j  ik1
Now, let d1 d. We have to distinguish between different cases :
d1jd4 l d2 with 0 d4 or d1 l d2 or d1 l d2jd4 with 0 d4 d3
d1
If d1jd4 l d2, ∆d2 Q ,∆d4 Q with d4  0.
Hence, ∆d4 Q cannot perform any action and the proof is trivial.
d1
If d1 l d2 : ∆d2 Q ,∆0 Q and according to (D1) :
α
0
∆ Q Pd ? REj implies
Q α Pd ? REj−1
α
and we know by (1) that Q Pd ? REj−1 implies
jk1  ik1.
d1
If (d1 l d2jd4F0 d4 d3) : ∆d2 Q ,Q(d4) and we know by (1) that
Q(d4) α Ph ? REj
implies
j  ik1.
$

$

$

$

Case 5 : P l exit(e1 … en)od2q
Depending on the values of d and d2, exit(e1 … en)od2q d Ph is derived either from
rule (Ex2) or from rule (Ex3) and Ph l exit (e1 … en)od2kd q or Ph l stop.
stop may not perform any action and exit(e1 … en)od2kd q may only perform
actions transitions at level 0, because (Ex1) is an axiom.
Hence B d1 the level of P(d1) α Pd is at most 0 and the proof is trivial.
Case 6 : P l Q R
For the time transitions, only (Ch2) may be applied. Hence,
Q R d Q(d) R(d) ? REi
d
d
implies Q Q(d) ? REj and R R(d) ? REk, with max( j, k) l ik1
Then, by induction :
(1) B d1 ? [0, d )Bα ? OA Q(d1) α Pd ? REl  l  j i
(2) B d1 ? [0, d )B α ? OA R(d1) α Pd ? REl  l  k i
$

$
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Now, let d1 ? [0, d ). Hence, P(d1) l Q(d1) R(d1).
Only (Ch1) and (Ch1h) may be applied to derive an action transition from
Q(d1) R(d1).
α
If
Q(d1) R(d1) 4
Pd ? RE1
is derived from (Ch1) then : Q(d1) α Pd ? REl−1
and we know by (1) that lk1 i, i.e. :
l  i.
The proof is the same with (Ch1h).
Case 7 : P l Q Q[Γ]Q R
Similar to case 6.

P l inf QQQ Q P l Q [ R

Case 8 : P l [SP] Q
Similar to case 1 if [ Z SP.
If Z SP, [SP] Q d Ph can only be derived from (G2).
So :
[SP] Q d Q(d) ? REi
d
implies Q Q(d) ? REi−1.
Then, we may apply our inductive hypothesis and we find :
(1) Q(d1) α Pd ? REjFd1 ? [0, d )  j  ik1
Now, let d1 ? [0, d ). We have to distinguish between two cases : either d1  0 or
d1 l 0.
If d1  0, P(d1) l Q(d1).
So, if
Q(d1) α Pd ? REj
we know by (1) that j  ik1, i.e. :
ji
If d1 l 0 :
P0 l [SP] Q and according to (G1) :
[SP] Q α Pd ? REj
implies Q α Pd ? REj−1
and we know by (1) that jk1 ik1, i.e. :
ji
Case 9 : P l let x1 l tx1, … xn l txn in Q
P l Q[g1, … gn](tx1, … txm) with Q[h1, … hn](x1, … xm) B R
Similar to case 8 with Z SP.
Case 10 : P l Achoice(d2) x : s Q
For the time transitions, only (GC3) may be applied. Hence,
Achoice(d2) x : s Q d Achoice(d2jd ) x : s
implies
d2+d
(1)B tx ? Θ(s) ([tx\x]Q ,[tx\x]Q(d2+d) ? RE i)
Now, let d1 ? [0, d ). Hence, P(d1) l Achoice(d2jd1) x : s Q.
Two cases should be distinguished for Achoice(d2jd1) x : s Q α Pd.
(i) If d2 l 0 and d1 l 0, the transition is derived from rule (GC1).
Hence,
Achoice(d2jd1) x : s Q α
implies that for some tx ? Θ(s) : [tx\x]Q α Pd ? REj−1.
d2+d
Furthermore, we know by (1) that : [tx\x]Q ,,[tx\x]Q(d2+d) ? RE
Then, applying our inductive hypothesis, we find :
[tx\x]Q α Pd ? REj−1 implies jk1 i, i.e. :
(ii) If d2jd1  0, the transition is derived from rule (GC2).
Hence,
Achoice (d2jd1) x : s Q α
d2+d1
implies that for some tx ? Θ(s) : [tx\x]Q ,- [tx\x]Q(d2+d1) ? REk
and [tx\x]Q(d2+d1) α Pd ? REl with max(k, l ) l jk1.
d2+d
Furthermore, we know by (1) that : [tx\x]Q ,[tx\x]Q(d2+d) ? RE i
and we have : d2jd1 d2jd as d1 d.

Q ? REi

$

Pd ? REj
i.

j  i.
Pd ? REj
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Then, applying our inductive hypothesis, we find :
[tx\x]Q(d2+d1) α Pd ? RE i. Hence, l i.
We may also apply lemma A3.2, and we find :
d2+d1
[tx\x]Q ,[tx\x]Q(d2+d1) ? RE i. Hence, k i.
So, max(k, l ) l jk1 i, i.e. :

j  i.

Case 11 : P l hide g in Q
hide g in Q d Ph can only be derived from rule (H3). Hence,
hide g in Q d hide g in Q(d) ? REi
implies :
(1) Q d Q(d) ? REi−1
(2) Bd2 ? [0, d )BQdB a ? OA name(a) l g Q(d2) a Qd @ RE i
Now, let d1 ? [0, d ). Hence, P(d1) l hide g in Q(d1).
A priori, hide g in Q(d1) α Pd could be derived either from (H1) or from (H2).
In fact, it cannot be derived from (H2). We prove it by contradiction.
Suppose that hide g in Q(d1) α Pd is derived from (H2).
So, α l i and Q(d1) a Pd for some a with name(a) l g, which contradicts (2).
Thus, hide g in Q(d1) α Pd ? REj can only be derived from (H1), and we have :
hide g in Q(d1) α Pd ? REj
α
implies Q(d1) Pd ? REj−1
Then, as Q d Q(d) ? REi−1 and d1 d,
we find by induction jk1  ik1, i.e. :
ji
$

Case 12 : P l Q  accept x1 : s1 … xn : sn in R
Similar to case 10
This last lemma makes the additivity property complete. Hence, we give its proof
now. Nevertheless, it is not used in the proof that RE verifies condition 1. So, we will
already assume that this last property is verified (this helps simplify our
reasoning in the case of hide).
Proof of lemma A3.4 : BP, Ph, PdBd, d1 ? D0_ P
$

We proceed by induction upon the level of P
syntactic structure of P.

d

d

d

d d

1
+ 1 Pd
PhFPh ,Pd  P ,-

Ph and we argue by case on the

Case 1 : P l stop
This is a base case. By rule (S), B d, d1  0 we have
and also :

stop

d

d

1
stop ,stop
d+d1
stop ,stop.

Case 2 : P l go1 … on!t[SP] ; Q
This case is also a base case.
By rule (AP2),
go1 … on!t[SP] ; Q d go1 … on!t[[tjd\t]SP] ; [tjd\t]Q
d1
go1 … on!t[[tjd1\t][tjd\t]SP] ;
and
go1 … on!t[[tjd\t]SP] ; [tjd\t]Q ,[tjd1\t][tjd\t]Q.
And also :
d+d1
go1 … on!t[SP] ; Q ,go1 … on!t[[tjdjd1\t]SP] ; [tjdjd1\t]Q.
The proof is done as we have :
go1 … on!t[[tjd1\t][tjd\t]SP] ; [tjd1\t][tjd\t]Q l
go1 … on!t[[tjdjd1\t]SP] ; [tjdjd1\t]Q.
Case 3 : P l iod2q ; Q
Similar to case 2.
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Case 4 : P l ∆d2 Q
Depending on the values of d and d1, we must consider different cases.
(i) djd1  d2.
Let djd1jd3 l d2, with d3  0.
d1
Then, by rule (D2),
∆d2 Q d ∆d1+d3 Q ,- ∆d3 Q.
d+d1
And also by rule (D2),
∆d2 Q ,∆d3 Q.
(ii) d  d2 and djd1  d2.
Let djd3 l d2, and djd1 l d2jd4, with d3  0 and d4  0. (Hence d1 l
d3jd4).
Then, by rule (D2),
∆d2 Q d ∆d3 Q.
d1
By rule (D3),
∆d3 Q ,Qh
d4
implies that Q ,- Qh.
d4+d2
d4
Qh implies that
∆d2 Q ,,Qh
Also, by rule (D3), Q ,and d4jd2 l djd1.
(iii) d  d2.
Let d l d2jd3, with d3  0.
Then, by rule (D3),
∆d2 Q d Qh
d3
is derived from Q ,- Qh.
d3
Hence, Q ,Qh is of lower level than ∆d2 Q d Qh
d1
and if
Qh ,Qd
d3
d1
we may apply our induction hypothesis : Q ,- Qh and Qh ,- Qd imply
d3+d1
Q ,Qd.
d3+d1
d1+d3+d2
Finally, by rule (D3) : Q ,Qd implies
∆d2 Q ,,Qd
with d1jd3jd2 l djd1.
Case 5 : P l exit(e1 … en)od2q
Depending on the values of d and d1, we must consider different cases.
(i) djd1  d2. Let djd1jd3 l d2, with d3  0.
Then, by rule (Ex2),
d
exit(e1 … en)od2q d exit(e1 … en)od1jd3q 1 exit(e1 … en)od3q.
d+d1
Also by rule (Ex2),
exit(e1 … en)od2q ,- exit(e1 … en)od3q.
(ii) d  d2 and djd1  d2. Let djd3 l d2, with d1  d3  0.
Then, by rule (Ex2),
exit(e1 … en)od2q d exit(e1 … en)od3q.
d1
By rule (Ex3), we have :
exit(e1 … en)od3q ,stop.
d+d1
Also, by rule (Ex3) :exit(e1 … en)od2q ,- stop.
(iii) d  d2.
Then, by rule (Ex3) :
exit(e1 … en)od2q d stop.
d1
By rule (S),
stop ,stop.
d+d1
Also, by rule (Ex3),
exit(e1 … en)od2q ,- stop.
Case 6 : P l Q R
d1
By rule (Ch2) :
Q R d Qh Rh ,Qd
d1
d1
d
d
implies Q Qh ,- Qd and R Rh ,- Rd.
Q d Qh and R d Rh are of lower level than Q R d Qh Rh.
So, we may apply our inductive hypothesis and we find :
d+d1
d+d1
Rd.
Q ,Qd and R ,d+d1
Hence, by rule (Ch2) :
Q R ,Qd
Case 7 : P l Q Q[Γ]Q R
Similar to case 6.

Rd

Rd

P l inf QQQ Q P l Q [ R

Case 8 : P l [SP] Q
Similar to case 1 if [ Z SP.
If Z SP, by rule (G2),

[SP]

Q

d

Qh
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implies Q d Qh.
Hence, the level of Q

d

we find by induction : Q
Hence, by rule (G2) :

Qh is lower than the level of [SP]
d

Qh and if :
d1
Qh ,Qd
d1+d
d1
Qd
imply
Q
,Qd.
Qh and Qh ,d1+d
[SP] Q ,Qd

Case 9 : P l let x1 l tx1, … xn l txn in Q
P l Q[g1, … gn](tx1, … txm) with Q[h1, … hn](x1, … xm) B R
Similar to case 8 with Z SP.
Case 10 : P l Achoice(d2) x : s Q
By rule (GC3),
Achoice(d2) x : s Q d Achoice(d2jd ) x : s
d1
And also,
Achoice(d2jd ) x : s Q ,Achoice(d2jdjd1) x : s
d1+d+d2
implies : B tx ? Θ(s) [tx\x]Q ,,So, all the premises required to derive

Q
Q

$

Achoice(d2) x : s

d d d

1+ + 2
Q ,,Achoice(d2jdjd1) x : s

Q ? RE i

from rule (GC3) are verified. Hence, this transition belongs to RE as RE verifies
condition 2.
Case 11 : P l hide g in Q
By (H3), as RE verifies condition 1 :
hide g in Q d hide g in Qh
implies
(1) Q d Qh
g
(2) B d2 ? [0, d ) Q(d2) 
d1
Similarly,
hide g in Qh ,hide g in Qd
implies :
d1
(3) Qh ,Qd
g
(4) B d2 ? [0, d1) Q(d2) 
d
The level of Q Qh being lower than the one of hide g in Q d hide g in Qh, we may
d1
Qd.
apply our inductive hypothesis to : Q d Qh and Qh ,d1+d Qd
Then, we find : (5) Q ,d2
d+d2
Similarly, B d2 ? [0, d1) : Q d Qh and Qh ,Q(d2) imply Q ,,Qh(d2).
Hence, we can group the results of (2) and (4) and we find :
g
(6) B d2 ? [0, djd1) Q(d2) 
d1+d
So, (5) and (6) imply that all the premises required to derive hide g in Q ,hide
g in Qd from rule (H3) are verified.
Hence, this transition belongs to RE as RE verifies condition 2.
$

$

$

Case 12 : P l Q  accept x1 : s1 … xn : sn in R
Similar to case 10
A3.3. Proof that RE verifies condition 1 (of section 6.3.3)
We have to prove that any transition in RE can be derived from a rule in R whose
premises are verified on RE. Formally :
φ ? RE  (C

oχk Q k ? K q
? R, C σ (σ(χ ) l φFBk ? K RE Y σ(χk)))
χ
$

$

According to property A3.1 and to the definition of RE, this can be written :
oχ Q k ? K q
(C ! i A1 φ @ RE i F C k χ ? R, C σ (σ(χ ) l φFBk ? K RE Yi σ(χ)))
$

C

$

$

oχk Q k ? K q
? R, C σ (σ(χ) l φFBk ? K RE Y σ(χk))
χ
$

$
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i.e. we know that a transition belongs to RE only if it can be derived from a rule in
R whose premises are verified on RE i for some i. Hence, it would be enough to
prove :
Bi

oχk Q k ? K q
? RBσ
χ
((B k ? K RE Yi σ(χk))  (Bk ? K RE Y σ(χk)))
A1B

$

$

$

(M)

We will argue by case on the different rules in R.
Consider first all the rules which have positive premises only. Then, the proof is
straightforward : if the positive premises belong to RE i, they necessarily belong to
RE :
B k ? K RE Yi σ(χk) implies :
(1) B k ? K σ(χk) ? RE i
and clearly : (1) B k ? K σ(χk) ? RE
$

$

$

B k ? K RE Y σ(χk)
$

The difficulty comes indeed from the negative premises : a negative premise verified
on RE i does not necessarily remain so on RE, i.e. a transition falsifying it could
be in a layer higher than i. Nevertheless, we will show that thanks to lemma A3.3,
this never happens to be the case in ET-LOTOS.
Only two rules in R have negative premises : (H3) and (En3). We consider (H3)
below. The proof for (En3) is similar.
So, let oσ(χk) Q k ? K q l oP d Phq
g

DoP  Q g ? Γq
d

g

1
D oP ,PdFPd  Q g ? Γ, d1 ? (0, d )q

Then, Bk ? K RE Yi σ(χk) implies :
(2) P d Ph ? RE i
(3) Ba ? OA (name(a) ? Γ B Pd P
d1
(4) Bd1 ? (0, d )
P ,Pd ? RE i
$

$

$

a

Pd @ RE i)

$

F
Ba ? OA (name(a) ? Γ BPe Pd
$

$

And we have to prove :
(2h) P d Ph ? RE
(3h) Ba ? OA (name(a) ? Γ BPd P a Pd @ RE )
d1
(4h) Bd1 ? (0, d )
P ,Pd ? RE
F
Ba ? OA (name(a) ? Γ B Pe Pd
For (2h), the case is obvious : (2)  (2h).
By lemma A3.3 and by (2), we also find :
(5) Ba ? OABPdBj A1 P a Pd ? REj  j i.
And :
(3) F(5)
$

a

Pe @ RE i)

a

Pe @ RE )

$

$

$

$

$
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Ba ? OA (name(a) ? Γ BPdBj A1 P a Pd @ RE iF(P
Ba ? OA (name(a) ? Γ BPdBj A1 P a Pd @ REj)
 (3h).
Similarly, (2) and lemma A3.3 imply :
(6) Bd1 ? (0, d )Ba ? OABPeBj A1 Pd a Pe ? REj  j i.
d1
d1
Hence : (4)F(6)F(P ,Pd ? RE i  P ,Pd ? RE )

Bd1 ? (0, d )BPd
$

$

$

$

a

Pd ? REj  j

i.))

$

$

d

1
P ,Pd ? RE

F
Ba ? OA (name(a) ? Γ BPe Pd
$

$

a

Pe @ RE iF(Pd

a

Pe ? REj  j

i))

 (4h)

Annex A4 : Proofs of propositions 7.3 and 7.5
Proposition 7.3
Let P "e Q. Then for any of the 14 contexts defined in section 7.2, C(P) "e C(Q).
Proof
Proposition 7.3 can be written :
P "e Q B C( )B[\] ? Sub(C(P), C(Q)) [\]C(P) " [\]C(Q) (M)
$

$

Notice first that some contexts C( ) may contain free data variables. In that case
however, [\]C(P) l [\]Ch(P), where C h( ) is simply the context C( ) instantiated by
[\]. So, we may restrict our proof to ‘‘ closed ’’ contexts only.
$

$

$

Then, for the first 9 contexts, [\]C(P) l C([\]P) and [\]C(Q) l C([\]Q), where [\]P
and [\]Q are closed processes and P "e Q  [\]P " [\]Q.
For the last five contexts, Sub(C(P,C(Q)) is not necessarily equal to Sub(P,Q).
These contexts declare data variables that can be free in P or Q. Hence,
Sub(C(P),C(Q)) is a subset of Sub(P,Q). In this case, [\]C(P) and [\]C(Q) can be
written C([\]P) and C([\]Q). We denote by [\] a subset of [\] from which the
variables declared in the context are not substituted. So, [\]P and [\]Q are not
closed, but C([\]P) and C([\]Q) are. Furthermore, P "e Q F [\]P "e [\]Q.
Hence, to prove (M), it is sufficient to examine the cases where C(P) and C(Q) are
closed and to show that C(P) " C(Q) if P "e Q.
Let us define the relation  l 1D2D3 with :
1 l ofP, Qg Q P " Qq
2 l ofC(P), C(Q)g Q P "e QFC(P), C(Q) are closed behaviour expressionsq
3 l ofP1 QQQ … QQQ Pn QQQ inf QQQ P, Q1 QQQ … QQQ Qn QQQ inf QQQ Qg QP " Q and Pi " Qi, i  nq
The proof that strong bisimulation is a congruence is done if we show that  is a
strong bisimulation relation.
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To prove that  is a strong bisimulation, we first show that all the couples in 2
verify the transfer relation (by definition, this is true for the couples in 1 ).
Proof for 2
We prove that if C(P), C(Q) are closed behaviour expressions, with P eg Q, then
C(P) ν Ph implies that for some Qh, C(Q) ν Qh with fPh, Qhg ? .
We argue by case on the rule from which C(P) ν Ph is derived.
With the rules (D1, D3, Ch1, GC1, GC2, Di2 for C6( ), Di3 for C5( ), G1, G2,
L1, L2) :
C(P) ν Ph is derived from a premise of the form P ν Ph or [\]P ν Ph.
Hence, for some Qh : Q ν Qh or [\]Q ν Qh, with Ph " Qh.
And by application of the same rule as for P : C(Q) ν Qh, with fPh, Qh g ? 1.
With the rules (Ch2, PC1, PC2, PC3, IP2, H1, H2, En1 for C7( ), Di1 for C5( ),
Di4) :
Ph l C(Pd) and Pd is determined by a premise of the form : P ν Pd. (Some of
these rules also have a second premise which depends on the context only, e.g.
the premise R d Rh in rule (Ch2) for the context C( ) l o Rq).
Hence, for some Qd : Q ν Qd, with Pd " Qd.
And by application of the same rule as for P : C(Q) ν C(Qd), with fC(Pd),
C(Qd)g ? 2.
With the rules (PC1h, En1 for C13( ), En3 for C13( ), Di1 for C6( )) :
Ph l Ch(P), where C h( ) is determined by premises dependent on the context
only.
Hence, we also have C(Q) ν C h(Q), with fC h(P), C h(Q)g ? 2.
With the rules (CH1h, Di2 for C5( ), Di3 for C6( ), G3) :
Ph l Rh, where Rh is a closed expression determined by premises dependent on
the context only.
Hence, we also have C(Q) ν Rh, with fRh, Rhg ? 1.
With the rules (AP1, I1, En2 for C13( )) :
Ph l [\]P, where the instantiation is determined by ν.
Furthermore, (AP1) and (I1) are axioms and with (En2) for C13( ), the premise
depends on the context only.
Hence, C(P) ν [\]P implies C(Q) ν [\]Q.
And P eg Q implies [\]P " [\]Q, so that f[\]P, [\]Qg ? 1.
With the rule (H3) (the proof is similar with the rule (En3) for C7( )) :
g
hide g in P d hide g in Ph implies P d Ph and Bd h d P(d h) .
d
P eg Q implies : Q Qh with Ph eg Qh. And similarly, Bd h d P(d h) eg Q(d h).
g
Hence, Bd h d Q(dh) . So, hide g in Q d hide g in Qh and fhide g in Ph, hide g
in Qhg ? 2.
Rule (D2) is an axiom.
So, ∆d1+d P d ∆d1 P and ∆d1+d Q d ∆d1 Q.
And f∆d1 P, ∆d1 Qg ? 2.
By rule (GC3) :
Achoice(d1) x : s P d Achoice(d1jd ) x : s P implies
d+d1
d+d1
Btx ? Θ(s) [tx\x]P ,. Hence, Btx ? Θ(s) [tx\x]Q ,.
d
And by (GC3) : Achoice(d1) x : s Q Achoice(d1jd ) x : s Q,
with fAchoice(d1jd ) x : s P, Achoice(d1jd ) x : s Qg ? 2.
By rule (En2 for C7( )) :
δν1 … νn
P  accept x1 : s1, … xn : sn in R i [ν1\x1, … νn\xn]R implies P ,,.
δν1 … νn
Hence, Q ,,- .
$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$

$
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And by (En2) : Q  accept x1 : s1, … xn : sn in R i [ν1\x1, … νn\xn]R,
with f[ν1\x1, … νn\xn]R, [ν1\x1, … νn\xn]Rg ? 1.
Rule (AP2) is an axiom (the proof is similar for rule (I2)).
So, go1 … on!t[SP] ; P d go1 … on!t[[tjd\t]SP] ; [tjd\t]P
and go1 … on!t[SP] ; Q d go1 … on!t[[tjd\t]SP] ; [tjd\t]Q.
And P eg Q implies [tjd\t]P eg [tjd\tqQ,
so that fgo1 … on!t[[tjd\t]SP] ; [tjd\t]P, go1 … on!t[[tjd\t]SP] ;
[tjd\t]Qg ? 2.
Finally, with (IP1) :
inf QQQ P α Pd QQQ inf QQQ P implies P α Pd.
Hence, Q α Qd, with Pd " Qd.
And by (IP1) : inf QQQ Q α Qd QQQ inf QQQ Q,
with fPd QQQ inf QQQ Q, Qd QQQ inf QQQ Qg ? 3.
Proof for 3
It remains to show that the couples in 3 also verify the transfer relation.
The only case that is worth detailing is when inf QQQ P α Ph QQQ inf QQQ P. Then P α Ph
and consequently, Q α Qh, with Ph " Qh, and inf QQQ Q α Qh QQQ inf QQQ Q.
Hence, P1 QQQ … QQQ Pn QQQ inf QQQ P α P1 QQQ … QQQ Pn QQQ Ph QQQinf QQQ P
and Q1 QQQ … QQQ Qn QQQ inf QQQ Q α Q1 QQQ … QQQ Qn QQQ Qh QQQ inf QQQ Q
and clearly : fP1 QQQ … QQQ Pn QQQ Ph QQQ inf QQQ P, Q1 QQQ … QQQ Qn QQQ Qh QQQ inf QQQ Qg? 3.
Proposition 7.5
P "p Q  R " S where R B [R\X ]P, S B [S\X ]Q.
([R\X ]P meaning that the variable X is replaced by the process name R)
Proof
We prove that when P "p Q, the following relation :
 l of[R\X ]G, [S\X ]Gg Q where G contains at most the process variable X q is
a strong bisimulation.
For then, by taking G l X, it follows that R " S.
As shown in [Mil89], it is in fact sufficient to prove that  is a strong
bisimulation up to ", i.e. every couple in  verifies the transfer relation up
to " :
(i) if [R\X ]G ν Rh then CRd " RhCS h, S d [S\X ]G ν S h " S d, with fRd, S dg ? 
(ii) if [S\X ]G ν S h then CS d " S hCRh, Rd [R\X ]G ν Rh " Rd,with fRd, S dg ?
.
$

$

The following lemma will be useful :
Lemma A4.1
Let R B [R\X ]P, S B [S\X ]Q, with P "p Q.
Then : B d ? D0_Bα ? A [R\X ]G d F[S\X ]G
$

d

 o[R\X ]G

α

 [S\X ]G

α

).

Proof
By symmetry, it is enough to show that :
[R\X ]G d F[S\X ]G d  ([R\X ]G α  [S\X ]G α ).
We will proceed by transfinite induction upon the maximum of the levels of
[R\X ]G d and [S\X ]G d . Remember (see Annex A3) that the level of a
transition is the index of the layer the transition belongs to in RE. As in the
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proofs of Annex A3 we write below that a transition ‘‘ implies ’’ other transitions,
meaning that the latters are the only possible premises the former can be derived
from. Hence, the positive premises have a lower level than their conclusion.
Case 1 : G l X.
Then, [R\X ]G l R and [S\X ]G l S.
R d and S d imply : [R\X ]P d and [S\X ]Q
R α implies : [R\X ]P α .
α
Hence, by induction : [S\X ]P 4
.
α
But P "p Q, so [S\X ]Q ,
and then : S α .

d

.

Case 2 : G l go1 … on!t[SP] ; G1.
Then, [R\X ]G l go1 … on!t[SP] ; [R\X ]G1
and [S\X ]G l go1 … on!t[SP] ; [S\X ]G1.
g1 …n
By (AP1), if go1 … on!t[SP] ; [R\X ]G1 ,,[ν1\o1, … m\om, 0\t][R\X ]G1
g1 … n
then also : go1 … on!t[SP] ; [S\X ]G1 ,,- [1\o1, … m\om, o\t][S\X ]G1.
Case 3 : G l i!t ; G1.
Similar to the previous case.
Case 4 : G l ∆d1 G1.
Then, [R\X ]G l ∆d1[R\X ]G1
and [S\X ]G l ∆d1[S\X ]G1.
∆d1[R\X ]G1 can perform an action only if d1 l 0.
∆0[R\X ]G1 d and ∆0[S\X ]G1 d imply : [R\X ]G1 d and [S\X ]G1
∆0[R\X ]G1 α implies : [R\X ]G1 α .
Hence, by induction : [S\X ]G1 α ,
and then : ∆0[S\X ]G1 α .

d

.

Case 5 : G l G1 G2 G l G1[ G2
These cases are simpler than the next one.
Case 6 : G l G1 Q[Γ]Q G2.
Then, [R\X ]G l [R\X ]G1 Q[Γ]Q [R\X ]G2
and [S\X ]G l [S\X ]G1 Q[Γ]Q [S\X ]G2.
[R\X ]G1 Q[Γ]Q [R\X ]G2 d implies : [R\X ]G1 d and [R\X ]G2 d .
[S\X ]G1 Q[Γ]Q [S\X ]G2 d implies : [S\X ]G1 d and [S\X ]G2 d .
Let [R\X ]G1 Q[Γ]Q [R\X ]G2 α . Depending on whether name(α) ? Γ or not, this
action comes from the synchronisation of both processes or from the action of
one of them only. We shall consider the case of the synchronisation only, which
is more complete. So :
[R\X ]G1 Q[Γ]Q [R\X ]G2 α implies : [R\X ]G1 α and [R\X ]G2 α with name(α) ? Γ.
Hence, by induction : [S\X ]G1 α and [S\X ]G2 α ,
and then : [S\X ]G1 Q[Γ]Q [S\X ]G2 α .
Case 7 : G l Achoice(d1) x : s G1.
Then, [R\X ]G l Achoice(d1) x : s [R\X ]G1
and [S\X ]G l Achoice(d1) x : s [S\X] G1.
d+d1
Achoice(d1) x : s [R\X ]G1 d implies : Btx ? Θ(s) [tx\x][R\X ]G1 ,.
d
+d1 .
Achoice(d1) x : s [S\X ]G1 d implies : Btx ? Θ(s) [tx\x][S\X ]G1 ,Let Achoice(d1) x : s [R\X ]G1 α , with d1  0. (The proof is simpler with
d1 l 0 ).
d1
Then for some tx, [tx\x][R\X ]G1 ,R1h and R1h α .
$

$
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d

1
Note that by time additivity : R1h d and similarly : [tx\x][S\X ]G1 ,S1h and
S1h d .
Hence, by induction, we have S1h α .
and then : Achoice(d1) x : s [S\X ]G1 α .

Case 8 : G l inf QQQ G1.
Similar to case 6.
Case 9 : G l hide g in G1.
Then, [R\X ]G l hide g in [R\X ]G1
and [S\X ]G l hide g in [S\X ]G1.
hide g in [R\X ]G1 d implies : [R\X ]G1 d .
hide g in [S\X ]G1 d implies : [S\X ]G1 d .
Let hide g in [R\X ]G1 α hide g in Rh. Either this transition is derived from (H1)
or (H2).
Consider that it is derived from (H2) (the demonstration is similar with (H1)).
Then, α l i and [R\X ]G1 α h with name(αh) l g.
Hence, by induction : [S\X ]G1 α h ,
and then, hide g in [S\X ]G1 i .
Case 10 : G l G1  accept x1 : s1, … xn : sn in G2.
Similar to case 9.
Case 11 : G l [SP] G1.
Then, [R\X ]G l [SP] [R\X ]G1
and [S\X ]G l [SP] [S\X ]G1.
[SP] [R\X ]G1 can perform an action only if Z SP.
In this case, the demonstration is similar to case 4 with d1 l 0.
Case 12 : G l let x1 l tx1, … xn l txn in G1.
Similar to case 4 with d1 l 0.
Case 13 : G l R1[g1, … gn](tx1, … txn) with R1[h1, … hn] (x1, … xn) B Q1.
R1[g1, … gn] (tx1, … txn) is a constant and does not contain any variable, so it is
not influenced by the instantiation with R or S and the proof is immediate.
To prove that all the couples in  verify the transfer relation up to ", it is sufficient
to show that :
if [R\X ]G

ν

Rh then for some S h, S d : [S\X ]G

ν

S d " S h, with fRh, S hg ? .

We do our proof by induction upon the level of the transition [R\X] G

ν

Rh.

Case 1 : G l X.
Then, [R\X] G l R and [S\X ]G l S.
R ν Rh is obtained either by rule (In1) or (In2).
In both cases, R ν Rh implies that [R\X ]P ν Rh, by definition of R.
Hence, by induction, for some S h, S d : [S\X ]P ν S d " S h, with fRh, S hg ? .
But P pg Q, so [S\X ]Q ν S e " S h,
and by rule (In1) or (In2), S ν S e " S h with fRh, S hg ? .
Case 2 : G l go1 … on!t[SP] ; G1.
Then, [R\X ]G l go1 … on!t[SP] ; [R\X ]G1
and [S\X ]G l go1 … on!t[SP] ; [S\X ]G1.
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g … 

1
n
If go1 … on!t[SP] ; [R\X ]G1 ,,[1\o1, … υm\om, 0\t][R\X ]G1
g1 … n
then also : go1 … on!t[SP] ; [S\X ]G1 ,,[1\o1, … υm\om, 0\t][S\X ]G1.
And clearly, f[1\o1, … m\om, 0\t][R\X ]G1, [1\o1, … m\om, 0\t[S\X ]G1g ? .
The proof is similar for the time transitions.

Case 3 : G l i!t ; G1.
Similar the previous case.
Case 4 : G l ∆d1 G1.
Then, [R\X ]G l ∆d1[R\X ]G1
and [S\X ]G l ∆d1[S\X ]G1.
If ∆0[R\X ]G1 α Rh (if d1 is greater than 0, no action can be performed), then
[R\X ]G1 α Rh.
Hence, by induction, [S\X ]G1 α S d " S h, with fRh, S hg ? 
and by rule (D1) : ∆0[S\X ]G1 α S d " S h.
If d1 l d2jd with d2  0, then ∆d1[R\X ]G1 d ∆d2[R\X ]G1 and ∆d1[S\X ]G1 d ∆d2
[S\X ]G1.
And clearly, f∆d2[R\X ]G1, ∆d2[S\X ]G1g ? .
d2
Rh.
If d l d1jd2 with d2  0, and ∆d1[R\X ]G1 d Rh then [R\X ]G1 ,d2
Hence, by induction, [S\X ]G1 ,- S d " S h, with fRh, S hg ? 
d2
and by rule (D3) : ∆d1[S\X ]G1 ,S d " S h.
Case 5 : G l G1 G2
G l G1 [ G2
These cases are simpler than the next one.
Case 6 : G l G1 Q[Γ]Q G2.
Then, [R\X ]G l [R\X ]G1 Q[Γ]Q [R\X ]G2
and [S\X ]G l [S\X ]G1 Q[Γ]Q [S\X ]G2.
Let [R\X ]G1 Q[Γ]Q [R\X ]G2 α Rh. Depending on whether name(α) ? Γ or not, this
action comes from the synchronisation of both processes or from the action of one
of them only. We shall consider the case of the synchronisation only, which is more
complete. So, we can write :
[R\X ]G1 Q[Γ]Q [R\X ]G2 α R1h Q[Γ]Q R2h with name(α) ? Γ.
Then, [R\X ]G1 α R1h and [R\X ]G2 α R2h.
Hence, by induction, we have [S\X ]G1 α S1d " S1h with fR1h, S1hg ? 
and [S\X ]G2 α S2d " S2h with fR2h, S2hg ? .
Finally, by rule (PC3), we have [S\X ]G1 Q[Γ]Q [S\X ]G2 α S1d Q[Γ]Q S2d " S1h Q[Γ]Q S2h.
It remains to show that fR1h Q[Γ]Q R2h S1hQ[Γ]Q S2hg ? .
But fRih, Sihg ? (i l 1, 2 ), so for some Hi, Rih l [R\X ]Hi and Sih l [S\X ]Hi.
So, we have f[R\X ]H1h Q[Γ]Q [R\X ]H2h, [S\X ]H1h Q[Γ]Q [S\X ]H2hg ? .
The proof is similar for the time transitions, which also require a synchronisation.
Case 7 : G l Achoice(d1) x : s G1.
Then, [R\X ]G l Achoice(d1) x : s [R\X ]G1
and [S\X ]G l Achoice(d1) x : s [S\X ]G1.
Let Achoice(d1) x : s [R\X ]G1 α Rh, with d1  0. (The proof is simpler with d1 l 0 ).
d1
Then for some tx, [tx\x][R\X ]G1 ,R1h and R1h α Rh.
d1
Hence, by induction, we have [tx\x][S\X ]G1 ,S1d " S1h with fR1h, S1hg ? .
As fR1h, S1hg ?  by induction, we also have : S1h α S e " S h with fRh, S hg ? 
and S1d " S1h implies S1d α S dd " S h.
Finally, by rule (GC2), we have Achoice(d1) x : s [S\X ]G1 α S dd " S h.
Let Achoice(d1) x : s [R\X ]G1 d Achoice(djd1) x : s [R\X ]G1.
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d d

+ 1.
Then Btx ? Θ(s) [tx\x][R\X ]G1 ,d+d1
Hence, by induction, we have Btx ? Θ(s) [tx\x][S\X ]G1 ,.
Finally, by rule (GC3), we have :
Achoice(d1) x : s [S\X ]G1 d Achoice(djd1) x : s [S\X ]G1.
And clearly, fAchoice(djd1) x : s [R\X ]G1, Achoice(djd1) x : s
$

$

[S\X ]G1g ? .

Case 8 : G l inf QQQ G1.
Then, [R\X ]G l inf QQQ [R\X ]G1
and [S\X ]G l inf QQQ [S\X ]G1.
Let inf QQQ [R\X ]G1 α Rh QQQ inf QQQ [R\X ]G1.
Then, [R\X ]G1 α Rh.
Hence, by induction : [S\X ]G1 α S d " S h with fRh, S hg ? .
So, by rule (IP1) : inf QQQ [S\X ]G1 α S d QQQ inf QQQ [S\X ]G1 " S h QQQ inf QQQ [S\X ]G1.
It remains to show that fRhQQQ inf QQQ [R\X ]G1, S h QQQ inf QQQ [S\X] G1g ? .
But fRh, S hg ? , so for some H, Rh l [R\X ]H and S h l [S\X ]H,
and we have f[R\X ]H QQQ inf QQQ [R\X ]G1, [S\X ]H QQQ inf QQQ [S\X ]G1g ? .
The proof is simpler for the time transitions.
Case 9 : G l hide g in G1.
Then, [R\X ]G l hide g in [R\X ]G1
and [S\X ]G l hide g in [S\X ]G1
Let hide g in [R\X ]G1 i hide g in Rh. Either this transition is derived from (H1) or
(H2).
Consider that it is derived from (H2) (the demonstration is similar with (H1)).
Then, [R\X ]G1 α Rh with name(α) l g.
Hence, by induction : [S\X ]G1 α S d " S h with fRh, S hg ? ,
and by rule (H2), hide g in [S\X ]G1 i S d " S h.
g
d
If hide g in [R\X ]G1 d hide g in Rh then [R\X ]G1 4
Rh and Bd1 d R(d1) .1
d
Hence, by induction we have : [S\X ]G1 S d "S h with fRh, S hg ? ,
d1
and also Bd1 ? (0, d ) [S\X ]G1 ,Sh(d1) " S(d1) with fR(d1), S(d1)g ? .
g
We still have to prove that Bd1 d S(d1) . This is immediate however by lemma
d−d1
d−d1
A4.1 (remember that by time additivity, S(d1) ,and R(d1) ,).
d
So, by rule (H3), hide g in [S\X ]G1 hide g in S d " hide g in S h.
And clearly, fhide g in Rh, hide g in S hg ? .
$

$

$

Case 10 : G l G1  accept x1 : s1, … xn : sn in G2.
Similar to case 9.
Case 11 : G l [SP] G1.
Then, [R\X ]G l [SP] [R\X ]G1
and [S\X ]G l [SP] [S\X ]G1.
If Z SP, the demonstration is similar to case 4 with d1 l 0.
If [ Z SP, ([SP] [R\X ]G1) " stop " ([SP] [S\X ]G1) and the proof is
immediate.
Case 12 : G l let x1 l tx1, … xn l txn in G1.
Similar to case 4 with d1 l 0.
Case 13 : G l R1[g1, … gn](tx1, … txn) with R1[h1, … hn](x1, … xn) B Q1.

1

R(d) l ([R\X ]G1)(d).
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R1[g1, … gn])tx1, … txn) is a constant and does not contain variable, so it is not
influenced by the instantiation with R or S and the proof is immediate.

Annex A5 : About the isomorphism of the (ET-LOTOS, "E) and
(LOTOS, ") theories
We have already discussed the question of whether ET-LOTOS is a conservative
extension of LOTOS in Section 7.5. It remains to prove the isomorphism of the (ETLOTOS, "E) and (LOTOS, ") theories for guarded LOTOS processes, i.e. P and
Q being guarded LOTOS processes : P "E Q iff P " Q. This is the purpose of this
annex.

A5.1. A formal definition of the notion of ‘‘ guarded LOTOS process ’’
First of all, we need to define what we mean by a guarded (ET-)LOTOS
specification.
A classical definition is the following : ‘‘ P where X1 B P1, … Xn B Pn ’’ is a
guarded specification if, by recursively substituting a finite number of times the
expressions Pi’s for the process identifiers Xi’s occurring in P and in the Pi’s
themselves, it is possible to obtain an expanded specification ‘‘ Q where X1 B
Q1, … Xn B Qn ’’ where Q and the Qi’s are guarded expressions, i.e. if all
instantiations of Xi’s in Qi’s are preceded by at least an action.
In our case, however, this definition is not sufficient. A non-zero delay or a false
guard should also be considered as a sufficient prefixing. For example : P where
P B [ false] P " stop. The problem is that the guard or the delay operator can
contain variables1 instantiated by operators placed higher in the syntactic structure.
For example : choice x : time [SP(x)] Q. Apart from the action prefix, there are
two operators in ET-LOTOS which can instantiate variables : choice and let.
Then, we propose a new definition for guarded specifications, better suited to
ET-LOTOS. It is based on ‘‘ guarded syntactic trees ’’ (gs-trees for short). Given the
specification ‘‘ P where X1 B P1, … Xn B Pn ’’, one can represent P by a gs-tree. Each
node of the gs-tree is labelled by a process. The root is labelled by P.
Some nodes only have one branch. This happens when the structure of the label
process is : ∆0 P, inf QQQ P, hide Γ in P, P  accept x1 : s1, … xn : sn in Ph, [SP] P with
Z SP. In all these cases, the branch goes to the gs-tree of P.
Some nodes have two branches. This happens when the structure of the label
process is : Ph Pd, Ph Q[Γ]Q Pd, Ph [ Pd. In all these cases, one branch goes to the
gs-tree of Ph and the other to the gs-tree of Pd.
Some nodes are leaves : go1 … on!t[SP] ; P, i!t ; P, ∆d P with d  0, exitod q,
stop, [SP] P with [ Z SP.
Finally, some nodes require a special treatment : Achoice(d ) x1 : s1, … xn : sn P
has one branch to every possible [tx1\x1, … txn\xn]P(d). let x1 l tx1, … xn l txn in P
has one branch to the gs-tree of [tx1\x1, … txn\xn]P. And any Xi has one branch,
which goes to the gs-tree of Pi.

1

The delay value for the delay operator.
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Then, we can give the following definition (where a path in a tree is a sequence
of consecutive branches) :
Definition A5.1
A specification ‘‘ P where X1 B P1, … Xn B Pn ’’ is initially guarded iff the gs-tree
of P contains no infinite path.2
Note that definition A5.1 does not meet the intuition of the ‘‘ basic ’’ definition
given previously. For example a ; P where P B P is initially guarded but not
guarded. This explains the name ‘‘ initially ’’ guarded : definition A5.1 ensures that
it is possible to prefix any process name in P, but not that there is no risk for P to
become unguarded after some transitions. The question, then, is how to characterize
guarded specifications. One could extend the condition on P to all the Xi’s.
Intuitively, this would correspond to the ‘‘ basic ’’ definition. We consider however
that this would be too restrictive. Take the following example : [ false] P where
P B P. From a ‘‘ basic ’’ point of view, this specification should be considered as
unguarded, although the definition of P clearly has no influence. The definition we
propose is more comprehensive : a guarded specification is an initially guarded
specification that remains so after any possible sequence of transitions :
Definition A5.2
‘‘ P where X1 B P1, … Xn B Pn ’’ is guarded iff :
(i) it is initially guarded
(ii) B ν ? ADD0_ P ν Ph implies that ‘‘ Ph where X1 B P1, … Xn B Pn ’’ is guarded.
Clearly, any specification verifying the ‘‘ basic ’’ definition also verifies this one, for
if an Xi appears unguarded in Ph, it is sufficient to replace it by the corresponding
Pi, and so on.
$

A5.2. Proof of the isomorphism
A5.2.1. Some useful lemmas
We start by demonstrating some lemmas which will be useful for our proof.
Lemma A5.1
Let P be an ET-LOTOS process. If P "E P(d) for some d  0, then B d1 ? D0_
d1
P ,-

$

Proof
By the time additivity property, the lemma is verified for any d1 ? (0, d ).
As P "E P(d) : P d P(d) implies P(d) d P(d)(d).
d+d
Hence, by the time additivity property, P ,P(d)(d). So, the lemma is verified
for every d1 ? (0, djd ).
Furthermore, P(d) "E P(d)(d) and then P "E P(d)(d). And so on.
Lemma A5.2 : Let P be a LOTOS process. Then B d ? D0_ P d P(d)  P "E P(d).
Note that with lemma A5.1, lemma A5.2 implies that a LOTOS process either
cannot idle at all or can idle for any time value. Furthermore, when it idles, it always
remains strongly bisimilar to itself.
$

2
This does not mean that there is a finite upper bound to the lengths of the paths. Due to the choice
over values, there can be an infinite number of paths, and then, no maximum to their lengths.
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Proof
The proof can be done by induction upon the level of the transition P
argue by case on the syntactic structure of P.
Case 1 :

P l stop
P l exit(e1 … en)

d

P(d). We

P l go1 … on[SP] ; Q
P l i; Q

In all these cases, for every possible values of d, we have : P(d) l P and the proof
is immediate. (For P l i ; Q in fact, P cannot idle).
Case 2 : P l Q R
P(d) l Q(d) R(d) by rule (Ch2).
The transitions Q d Q(d) and R d R(d) being of lower level than P d P(d), we find
by induction that Q "E Q(d) and R "E R(d). Strong bisimulation being a
congruence, the result is immediate.
Case 3 :

P l Q Q[Γ]Q R
P l Q [ R
P l hide g in Q

P l [SP] Q
P l let x1 l tx1, … xn l txn in Q
P l R[g1, … gn](tx1, … txm) with
R[h1, … hn](x1, … xm) B Q
P l Q  accept x1 : s1 … xn : sn in R

The proof in all these cases is similar to the one in case 2.
Case 4 : P l choice x : s Q
P(d) l Achoice(d ) x : s Q by rule (GC3).
Let us begin with the derivation of some useful facts :
P d P(d) implies Btx ? Θ(s) [tx\x]Q d [tx\x]Q(d).
All these transitions being of lower level than P d P(d), we find by induction
that :
(1) Btx ? Θ(s) [tx\x]Q "E [tx\x]Q(d).
Hence, by lemma A5.1 :
d1
(2) Btx ? Θ(s)B d1 ? D0_ [tx\x]Q ,[tx\x]Q(d1).
Furthermore, as [tx\x]Q(d)(d1) l [tx\x]Q(d+d1) by time additivity, we deduce from
(1) and (2) :
(3) Btx ? Θ(s)B d1 ? D_ [tx\x]Q(d1) "E [tx\x]Q(d+d1).
With Achoice(d ) x : s Q however, the passing of time does not affect Q but the
parameter d. Due to this situation, we cannot apply the method of case 2.
Remember that what we try to prove is : P "E P(d) assuming that Ph "E P(d1) for
d1
every couple (Ph, d1) such that Ph ,P(d1) is of lower level than P d P(d). Another
common way to prove that two processes are strongly bisimilar is to find a
strong bisimulation relation containing them.
Given P l choice x : s Q and a time value d, consider the following relation
(which actually contains fchoice x : s Q, Achoice(d ) x : s Qg) :
 l 1D2,
with 1 l ofR, Sg Q R "E S q
and 2 l ofAchoice(d1) x : s Q, Achoice(djd1) x : s Q Q d1 ? D_q.
To prove that  is a strong bisimulation, we have to show that every couple in
2 verifies the transfer property (for the couples in 1 this is immediate).
So, for time transitions :
By rule (GC3), we can derive from (2) :
d2
B d1 ? D_B d2 ? D0_ Achoice(d1) x : s Q ,Achoice(d1jd2) x : s Q
and Achoice(djd1) x : s Q ,d2 Achoice(djd1jd2) x : s Q.
$

$

$

$

$
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In other words, as fAchoice(djd2) x : s Q, Achoice(djd1jd2) x : s Q  ? ,
the transfer relation for the time transitions is verified for any pair in .
And for action transitions :
By rule (GC2) (or (GC1)) :
Achoice(d1) x : s Q α Qh F [tx\x]Q(d1) α Qh for some tx.
Then, by (3) : [tx\x]Q(d+d1) α Qd with Qh "EQd (which implies fQh, Qdg ?  ).
Hence, by (GC2), Achoice(djd1) x : s Q α Qd, and the transfer relation is
verified for action transitions (the same proof can be done by taking
Achoice(djd1) x : s Q α Qh as starting point).
Lemma A5.3 : Let P be a guarded LOTOS process. Then : (Cd ? D0_ P
$

d

i
)P
.

Proof
i
P d P
.
The proof can be done by induction upon the level of P
on the structure of P.
$

Case 1 :

P l stop
P l exit(e1 … en)

d

P(d). We argue by case

P l go1 … on[SP] ; Q
P l [SP] Q with Z [ SP

In all these cases, P cannot perform i and the proof is straightforward.
Case 2 : P l i ; Q
In this case, P cannot idle and the proof is straightforward.
Case 3 : P l Q R
By rule (Ch2), P d implies that Q
i
i
So, by induction, Q  and R .
i
Hence, P  .
Case 4 :

P l Q Q[Γ]Q R
P l Q [ R
P l choice x : s

d

and R

d

.

P l let x1 l tx1, … xn l txn in Q
P l [SP] Q with Z SP
Q P l R[g1, … gn](tx1, … txm) with
R[h1, … hn](x1, … xm) BQ

The proof in all these cases is similar to the one in case 3.
Case 5 : P l hide g in Q
Two rules allow P to perform an i : (H1) and (H2). However :
By rule (H3), P d implies that Q d .
i
So, by induction, Q .
i
Hence, P  by rule (H1).
g
P d implies also that Q .
i
Hence, P  by rule (H2).
Case 6 : P l Q  accept x1 : s1 … xn : sn in R
This case is similar to the previous one.
i

P   (Bd ? D0_ P d ).
Remember that for guarded LOTOS processes, we have :
(Bd ? D0_ P d )  (Cd ? D0_ P d ).
We would like to make our proof by induction, as usual. However, the induction
i
cannot be based on the level of P , that does not exist by definition. A solution
is to take benefit of the fact that P is guarded. We define a partial order on
guarded LOTOS processes : P ` Q iff p is the label of a node (except the root) in
$

$

$

$
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the gs-tree of Q. This partial order is non-reflexive : if P ` P, there would be an
infinite path in the gs-tree of P. It is antisymmetric : in fact we cannot have : P `
Q and Q ` P, otherwise there would be an infinite path in the gs-trees of P and
Q. And it is transitive : P ` Q and Q ` R implies P ` R : P appears in the subtree
of R whose root is labelled by Q. Furthermore, it is not possible to have an
infinite decreasing chain (P1, P2, … , Pn, …) such that Pn+1 ` Pn : this chain would
constitute an infinite path in the gs-tree of P1. So, ` is valid for a proof by
induction.
We argue by case on the syntactic structure of P.
P l stop
P l exit(e1 … en)
P l go1 … on[SP] ; Q P l [SP] Q with [Z SP

Case 1 :

In all these cases, P can idle without any restriction.
Case 2 : P l i ; Q
In this case, P can perform i.
Case 3 : P l Q R
i
i
i
By rules (Ch1) and (Ch1h), P  implies that Q  and R . By definition of the
gs-tree of P, we have : Q ` P and R ` P. So, by induction, Bd ? D0_ Q d and
Bd ? D0_ R d . Hence, by rule (CH2) Bd ? D0_ P d .
$

$

Case 4 :

$

P l Q Q[Γ]Q R
P l Q  accept x1 : s1 … xn : sn in R
P l Q [ R
P l [SP] Q with Z SP
P l choice x : s Q P l let x1 l tx1, … xn l txn in Q
P l hide g in Q
P l R[g1, … gn](tx1, … txm) with
R[h1, … hn](x1, … xm) B Q

The proof in all these cases is similar to the one in case 3.
Lemma A5.4 : Let P be a LOTOS process. Then, B α? A P α Ph P α E Ph.
In the remainder of this proof, we denote by α E the transitions derived from the
ET-LOTOS theory to distinguish them from the LOTOS ones.
The proof of lemma A5.4 is straightforward : in what concerns the actions, both
theories share the same rules as far as they are applied on LOTOS terms.
$

A5.2.2. Proof of the isomorphism
Let us prove now the isomorphism of (ET-LOTOS, "E ) and (LOTOS, ") for the
guarded LOTOS processes.
Let P and Q be two guarded LOTOS processes. Then : P " Q  P "E Q.
P " Q implies P "E Q for guarded LOTOS processes.
It is sufficient to show that the following relation is a strong bisimulation in ETLOTOS :
 l ofP, Qg Q P, Q are ET-LOTOS processes
and P "E P1 " Q1 "E Q for some guarded LOTOS processes P1 and Q1q,
because if P and Q are guarded LOTOS processes, we have :
P " Q implies P "E P " Q "E Q implies fP, Qg ? .
Let fP, Qg ? , with P "E P1 " Q1 "E Q, P1 and Q1 being guarded LOTOS
processes.
Then, for the action transitions :
P α E Ph implies P1 α E P1h, for some P1h, with Ph "E P1h.
$
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α
According to lemma A5.4, P1 α E P!h implies P1 4
P1h and P1h is a guarded LOTOS
process.1
So, Q1 α Q1h for some Q1h, with P1h " Q1h and Q1h is a guarded LOTOS process.
Also, according to lemma A5.4, Q1 α Q1h implies Q1 α E Q1h.
Finally, Q1 α E Q1h implies Q α E Qh for some Qh, with Qh "E Q1h.
So, we have Ph "E P1h, Qh "E Q1h, P1h " Q1h, P1h and Q1h being guarded LOTOS
processes. Hence, fPh, Qhg ? .
And for the time transitions :
i
i
According to lemma A5.3, P d E P(d) implies P E. Hence, P1 E.
i
i
i
According to lemma A5.4, P1 E implies P1 . Hence, Q1 .
i
i
i
According to lemma A5.4, Q1  implies Q1  E. Hence, Q E.
i
d
According to lemma A5.3, Q E implies Q E Q(d).
Applying lemma A5.1, we find P(d) "E P "E P1, Q(d) "E Q "E Q1. As P1 and
Q1 are guarded LOTOS processes with P1 " Q1, then fP(d), Q(d)g ? .

P "E Q implies P " Q for guarded LOTOS processes.
It is sufficient to show that the following relation is a strong bisimulation in
LOTOS :
 l ofP, Qg Q P and Q are guarded LOTOS processes and P "E Qq,
For then, P and Q being guarded LOTOS processes, we find : P "E Q implies
fP, Qg ? .
Let fP, Qg ? , with P "E Q, P and Q being guarded LOTOS processes.
According to lemma A5.4, P α Ph implies P α "E Ph and Ph is a guarded LOTOS
process.
So, Q α E Qh, with Ph "E Qh and Qh is a guarded LOTOS process.
Also, according to lemma A5.4, Q α E Qh implies Q α Qh.
We have Ph "E Qh. Hence, fPh, Qh g ? .
$

1

Remember that by definition, guarded LOTOS processes remain so after any transition.

